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CIIAPTER 1. 
!PITI$ TIEBVENLW LIFE. 
6 Bible T ~ u t h  Libray. 
lower extremity of the body, so from the infinite Christ, 
who, during this dispensation, is seated at the right hanrl 
of God, His heavenly life comes streaming d o m  ts us. 
There are two words which we need clearly to  under- 
stand at the outset in this expositiwi. The ftrst vord is 
‘‘risen.” We inquire what is meant by being “risen with 
Christ.” It is xot the same word as that used for the 
resurrection. The Greek word for resurrection is “‘a?za- 
stasio,” from “ana” (again), and “stasis” (to stand up), 
and is used especially t o  mean the resurrection, or the 
standing up again of the dead body that was laid d o m  
in the grave. A great many pegple, not having accu- 
rate knowledge of Scripture, speak of the soul’s conver- 
sion as being a resurrection, and some call it “the fist; 
resurrection.” This is a mistake, as the first resurrec- 
tion spoken of in Scripture is applied only to saints, and 
instead of the nev birth being the fhst resurrection, it 
is distinctly revealed that tve lzlust be justified, regener- 
ated and sanctified in order t o  have a place in the first 
resurrection. “Bleswd and holy is he that hath part in 
t‘ne first resurrection.” (Rev. 20:6.) When v e  are 
awakened and ‘born of the Spirit, our human spirits, 
which have been dead in sin, do rise up from mora! 
death, but it ie not R rising again like the standing up 
of a dead body that had previously stood upright in 
living vigor ; hence this word, “to be risen with Christ,” 
does not in any sense take the place of the resurrection 
of our bodies, nor does it imply that fanatical notion 
that we are nov glor;f.ed, and will ncver die. It is 
the moral, the spiritual being, that ha& riaen from a 
state of nature and sin into a state of grace by a living 
Ths EeavonZg &ita. r 
faith in the ascendeif (Savior. Another word we need 
is the qresdon, “‘Where Christ sitteth 
ana of ha:’ so 
chi#t 88 at preawlt sitting on His 
eXy urmscriptural. Every passage 
ing tb prtwnt lacation. of tbe gIorified body of J m  spoalrs of  Eim as being “on the Father% throne,” 
a Bible Trutli Library. 
are regenerated, the life of Chis t  is imparted to our 
human spirits, through the organ of the human heart 
and by the agency of the Holy Ghost. R e  are told in 
Scripture that the Father gare His Son power to have 
life in Himself, and that the Son gives His life .to those 
who trnly believe in Him. This imparted divine life is 
mere than thought; it is more than action, for it leads 
to  action; it is more than all good rorks, for it is the 
seed from which all the good morks sprout, just as ths 
life of a tree is more than the l a r e s  and the fruit which 
it produces. The essence of this heavenly life is Divine 
lore communicated to our spiritual organism. Just as 
trees and animals and menwe  liring organisms, so the 
soul is a living organism, into which the life of Christ 
is injeded through the liring v-ord of promise. This 
heavenly life has instinctive afiinities for the super- 
naturd. It has modes of nourishment, and laws of 
grodh, and possibilities of celestial flomer and fruitage, 
similar to other species of life. In a certain sense, men 
may lire many kinds of lire>. Some live a political, oth- 
ers 8 scientific life; Set others live a financial life, by 
which the ruling passion subsidizes to itself all  the ener- 
gies and capabilities of the man. Just SO, it is possible 
to live a love life, even in the human as well as the di- 
Vine. For instance, here is an excellent woman who is 
in love with, and espoused to, a true gentleman. It is 
expedient, in order to gain an immense fortune, that he 
leave his native land, also the object of his love, and 
~1106s th0 seas t o  some distant country ,  there to apend a 
few years in patiently looking after his estate. whea 
he goes ,,aT, the heart, the thought, the imagination- 



with the Father 
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world, is a leafless, blooinless ‘(root out of a dry 
ground,” and He never becomes “the Rose of Sharon,” 
or “the Lily of the valley,” except to anointed eyes-io 
those mho are baptized into His death by the Holy Ghost 
and enter that hidden liSc, of which this present world 
knows nothing a t  all. 
Those -whose hearts are loclied up with Jesus valk 
this earth in the present age a$ princes in disguise. They 
move around in the temporal duties of  life like private 
dcteciives in a disiant anif unfriendly nation. They are 
brealhing pr~yers, and tliinkiiig thouglds, and nnrsing 
hot fires o f  love, and rmniiinting on vast a<nd amazing 
events that strotch ovor coining tinies and distant worlds. 
They arc* silcnily 1o:itling Cllciiiselvcs up with a divine 
dgnmiite, tliat Uaiiicl and Jcsus both tell us will soma 
day grind the Bi~~gdonis of this prcscnt world t o  powder. 
‘I’lieir jogs are hidden, for it is tvrittcn “tl1at a stranger 
doth not interincddlc with it.” And tlicir sorrows, also, 
are cloistered in  the ear and bosom of God, for they 
know they need not look to  the people of the worJd, and 
not cvcn t o  the pcople of the church, for heart-felt sym- 
p.l,hy ; and so, like vciittxr.esnnic pionccrs, tliey leave the 
crowclcd wall;s o l  lifc :ud trmersc the great, solitary 
niouxihins, a i d  taltc up c~lainis on new and unesplord 
tcrritorp, and 1v~lt2 coiiiniunion with llte ~ I D S C C I ~  Coil, 
<mil are more a t  lioiiic :mid t h  great sriowy mountain 
of the divine pcrfcction, tlmn with the crowds that 
live only for the ilcsli ntitl tixm 
Tlic sriints arc ciilled in Scripture “thc hidden ones..” 
Their life is (loubly hidden, in the Son and in i;hc Bather. 
Qod sags to them, c‘C:dl unto meJ and I will show yoyou 

I covers all flesh shall be taken away,” and when “the 
mystery shall bo bishad,” and when ‘%hey shall t48e eye 
to eye in Zion,” and when ‘<we shall how even as we 
me born.”’ 
It will mtoni& you to take a concordance and hunt 
term, and find how full the Bible ie on what is to be 
made visible when Ja 
B ~ P  to  all the nation%. 
up &e wortas ‘ ( W p e t ~  ma ~ ~ ~ i f e s t ; ”  asd 
ms and openly shows El: 
sensible creation 
the Iiterd, historic 
Tha Heausdp Ufe. 17, 
intensely individualized, than in the present age 
thing in creation travels from secrecy to open m 
tion, asd €rm ind&tite thought and form toward w 
rounded, wall-defined life and m:tion, to solidity of p 
sonality mnd cliaracter. 
Craatim was fir& formless, and in darkness; then 
ihal kingdom, and that it would degrade the di,Snity 
of Jesus and saints to live and reign 00. a visible and 
materia! world. In most cases these very people are 
maTed by love of Done?, lore of church office, and 
church hoaor, and fine houses, and furniture, and poli- 
tics, and society pride, loaded d o m  vith the earth and 
carnalic, but pretending to hare a religion that is too 
sublimated and etherial to walk on a redeemed planet, 
or touch the precious bcly of tine glorified Jesus. Qer- 
hinly Christ’s c%ingdorn is not of the mrld,’) or, as the 
Greek has it, “out from the vorld”; neither mas Jesus 
of the world, but He lircd and died on it xithout losing 
His holiness, or one trait of His matchless character; 
and according to  Scripture He will lim here again. The 
Bible is not ofathe world, but it is in the world, and be- 
ing circulated by millions of copies. The saints, Jesus 
MIS as, are not of the world, eyen as He Himself is not 
lof the world, but they are in the vorld, and about fifty 
passages of Scripture inform us that in the coming age 
they mill “inherit” and “possess” and “judge” and 
“cru2e” the rorld. The Son of God and the gIorSed 
saints can live on this green earth, and under these azure 
skies, when the moral conditions are made perfectly 
right, just as easily, just as honorably, just a5 beauti- 
fully, just as rightzously, and a hundred times more 
~cripturallj, than on some ima,$nary, etherial cloud & 
mystical Swedenborgian dreamlmd. 
The kingdom of Jesus is just like Jesus. For many 
centuries He mas in  this worId before He became visible 
on it in a human form. In like manner, His kingdom 
has for many centuries been unseen as a spiritual force 
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bIe pea& orchard, he would likely curl his lip in scorn 
at the nngainIy sight. 'The proprietor might expatiate 
eloquently on the value and merits of that orchmd, but 
the Icelander would see nothing in it. Let the same 
traveler from the frigid zone visit that orchard in April 
picture! beyond all his dreams. 

CHAPTEB 11. 
STEPS TO HOLINESS. 
At the t h e  ve are passing through m y  phase of 
cijfisiian eqerience, it is d s c u l t  for US to understad 
-ty the erents aod phenomena of our spiritual 
after ve get throngh,  ye can look back 
t h r q &  the m e i l m  of an iEuminated mind, and mark 
t h  sreps ani! the processes in such a wag as to lend a 
!ieEping hand to  others vho have not yet passed over 
the jonrnq. T I e  rarious steps that a soul takes from 
ihe xkie of its conversion to its establishment in the 
f d h a s  of the Spirit Day be described as follows. 
1. There sprhgs up in the heart of the young 
Clxis~iarz? a general desire to grom in grace. His views 
of gromh are ~ a s e  and as he looks forward upon the 
3orlzon: and he catches but faint glimpses of the 
x xoun:ains vhich he is to scale by the grace 
Of God. He does not apprehend clearly the hindrances 
ia his DTTII nature to spiritual progress, nor does he 
apprehend in anp defhite a a y  the promises which are 
made 51 the Bible of the fulness of saluation. But there 
& abiding desire and purpose in his heart t o  get 
betrer, to  ircrease in faith, a d  hope, and love, to be. 
c m e  s:ronger and more useful: But his whole thought 
& feeling are characterized by indistkcbess, 
(22) 
., 
c y - + ’ o  I . : L L ~  jowne:, a silver mist hangs over the dis- 
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0bbiG.g  some rich and beautiful graces, and pursued it 
vsith zest, but izl that pursuit he found the barriers b 
o b t d ~ g .  it Tithin his own heart. And thus the I-3[013 
Spirit has led him to search into his inner nature by the 
indirect roub of hunting for some golden grace of 
Thich he 5 s  need. If a Christian in his early love 
should be told that the reason he cannot grow faster in 
grace is because he has various forms of evil in his 
heart, he would not believe it. But in the pursuit of 
higher degrees of love he is driven back to search the 
foundations of his heart in a manner which nothing else 
could have made him do. 
4. While making this introspection in his aEections 
and tempers to find out what is the particular besetting 
evil that prevents his growth in grace, he makes a great 
discovery that well-nigh horrifies him. He finds that 
instead of haTing one besetment which checks his Chris- 
tian progress, there is a whole world of carnality in 
his nature. These outcroppings of one or two evil pro- 
pensities, vhich at first attracted his attention, were 
only like the mineral veins of a mine, they lead down 
intc a dark region of corruption and blindness, and un- 
belief, which he hitherto did not dream mas in him. 
Then he begins to understand that the whole body of 
sin as an evil principle, remains in his heart. This for 
;the time being saddens his spirit, and causes a rea! 
grief in his soul. The very fact that he is born of God, 
and desires t o  love him more, causes him inexpressibl: 
m ~ o w  of heart to find that his whole being is pervaded 
vith a latent yet positive evil. He then begins t o  see 
that many of his god. deeds, and much of his Chris- 
now he sees that ha needs a universal cleansing, not only 
form of evil, but from every 
lief, and selfishness in every 
this can never be done except under i m ~ . d i a t e  
@dance and searching illumination of the Holy Spirit. 
It is a thousand miles beyond human logic, Or the U ~ r e  
utterance of Fords. It is a real, living transaction. 
7 ,  Then this itemized yielding LIP of the ~vhole in- 
ner being to  God is completed, then comes the haul* Of 
perfeet trust in Jesus as a Saviour, md clesLnscr, 
sancti6er. This faith has no struggle in it, it is a swcet, 
quiet rest in Jesus, a gort of divine, liemenly indiflcs- 
ence as to what the outcome may be. Likc a slcrpiug in- 
fant dropping its toy on the floor, the soul has quietly 
relaxed, and let go everybody and every thing, nncl 
peacefully rests upon the promise 01 God, which is t l l ~  
same to it as the bosom of God. EIeiicc the Iiighcst 
t)Te of faith is not exercise, but a ceasing from mcrcisr, 
a supernatural repose in God, and a letting of thc 1-101~ 
Spirit do his work mithout having any anxiety $0 in- 
terfere viih him. 
8. After awhile this soul will m&e aiio.llier dis- 
cowry concerning the Holy {Spirit. At first he is fairly 
bemildwed with the great blesing hc bas reccivd, and 
can hardly Bee or talk of anything else except the blosi..- 
ing. But after learning certain spiritual ICSSOJ~S, i t  
COmeS to recognize in a wonderful way the blcssd Il’oly 
Spirit as a dirine Person living within. Then he s~:cs 
that his life is to take on the form of a, most intjmntt?, 
t11orOVh and blessed companionship with r2 divine 
Person WIN lives in his o m  spirit. From tlljs tirnc on 
he does not upon any particular form o c esperirnec, 
but learns to  confide in that blesscci Conifortc~: 0111, of 
vhme fullness flows t~11 good experiences. then 

TWO KINDS OF LOVE. 
m e  lore of God poured into our hearts by the 
Ed: Spirit is the sum and substance of all true religion, 
ani! ei-er,vt'rjng else flat belongs to  the Christian re- 
ligion is either a step to this love, or else m effect that  
flom out from it. Faith would be useless if it did not 
lea6 us into a life of love, and all good works mil zeal 
n-odd be useless, and not acceptable to God, unless they 
rere prompted and pervaded by His love. Hence in a 
compehensi-ie sense, there is really nothing but love 
in pilre religion. Not only the most of human beings, 
but a great majority of nomind Christians do not dis- 
tin,.uish the difference between natural human love, and 
the l o ~ e  of God; and yet the difkrence is just as great 
a that beheen the human soul and the perfections of 
the Ltitine Being. Natural human low may resemble di- 
Tine l o w  in many things, for it is a created affection, 
made in the likeness of the divine, but in order to  un- 
derstand the Spiritual life we need a clear discrimina- 
tion bet.ireen these two kinds of love; the one huinaD, 
the other dirine; the one earthly, the other heavenly; 
the one natural, the other spiritual; the one temporal, 
the other eternal ; the one fallen and full of &deck, the 
other holy and Toithout blame. 
(28) 
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you would be,” so the saint, illled in his inner spirit with 
the light and presence: of the Holy Ghost, can look down 
upon poor worldlings, philosophers, poJiticians, and say, 
“0, poor things, if you only knew the puriiy, the tran- 
quility, the interior brightness, vastness, sweetness, and 
divine personalities that I see, and enjoy, and repose 
in, how happy you would be.” Thus as the huinan af- 
fection prrvades the natural fleshly f dings, so the di- 
vine love pervades md possesses the spiriiual nature, 
and flowing out through it governs the wholc being. 
3. The only way we can enter into either of these 
kingdoms of human or divine love, is by being born into 
it. People often speak or “joining the church,” but in  
reality nobody ever can “join” the true church o i  Jesus, 
for the natural way to get into it is by being born in- 
to it. Our children do not join our families, but they 
axe born into them; and so the only door-way into either 
the Christian church or kingdom of heaven, is by being 
born from above of the Holy Spirit. Love is what ought 
to be the normal feeling, or the living out-flow of any 
nature; for instance, the life of the rose is poured forth 
in its perfume, which may be defined as the n a t u d  af- 
fection of the rose. It is a fact that every bird, or beast, 
or living creature, has a specific normal out-flow of fcel- 
hg ,  emotion, or affection, which is the expression of 
its nature, mcl there are as many kinds of natural af- 
fection as there are kinds of nature in creation. Nom, 
the only may for anything in creation to have the natur- 
al affection of a human being, is to be born with 8. J?u- 
man heart and soul. 
In like manner, the only way to have the feeling, 
the affection, or out-flowing disposition of the living 
(40~1 is for fallen men to be born again of the divine 
#i)irit into iiio divine family relationship. Love is by 
birth, no t  by evolution or by development, either as re- 
gards Iiumau or divine love. The dog is the most af- 
,fcctioIiatc animal of all the lower creation, and yet he 
cau o n l j  l o v c b  witli a dog’s nature. But suppose it were 
possible for l h e  dog to be born over again, and born a 
bog, 110 would then have a human heart, with human 
Iovc ~iuini11g oui, in all the higher, nobler, more intelli- 
gcint cliaancls of a liuman soul. Thus, unrcgenerated 
~ I J I  aad Aclarn’s fallen rczce may be amiable, aflection- 
air, :ind pos:s(~ssed \vi th mnny beautiful and attractive 
Jlliiiiiic’rs md d i s p c ~ b i  tiom, yet all their good qualities, 
~ i i u i i i l d i d  a tlious:aiid-folil, and cultured to the finest 
pitch, can nevcr Le divinc love, and can nwer develop 
into tlio l o w  of Coil, or cross over that great gulf that; 
sep:wtcs bctwm f d e n  1iuma.n affection and the spot- 
less low in tho divine n,zt;ure!; and it is only when 
human b&igs, on tlic condition of repentance and faith 
in J esm arc iouchcd with the IIoly Bpirit, and born in- 
f o  tho  divine love, that they can ever experience that love 
sdiich i h  from God. 
$1. 1V1i ilc t l iwe  arc some likenesses bctween hnman 
ant1 tlivinc lovc, llicre arc :dso mnny contrasts. Ruman 
:tlTcction, c ~ c n  ;it its best, is wcak, bccause it is condi- 
iionrtl 011 so ni:my things in o w  life as, for  example, 
j~p~~y’ i i ty .  8oni(! cIiildrcn inherit very little natural a€- 
feet int i ,  since i t  dcpcnds (ai, cdncation, o n  cnvironments, 
l~nl (11  of h ? y  nucl various gifts of intcrllcct ; and hence, 
in tllousautls of instancm, natural nflection breaks dom.  
34 Bible Truth .Library. 

IlEpOBT OF THE TWELVE SPI28. 
‘$And they vent and came to Xoses and to Aarou, 
and to all the congregation of thle children of Israel, 
unto the wilderness of Paran, to Kadesh; and brought 
back word unto them, and unto all the congregation, 
and shewed them the fruit of the land.”-Numbers 
13  :26. 
There is a world of instruction in the incidents that 
are touche8 upon in this chapter. 0, what a morld of in- 
terest clusters around the action of the Jems. You know 
they marched from Mount Sinai right straight toward 
the land of Canaan, and Qod’s design was that they 
should go right up into the lmd of Canaan, without 
crossing the river Jordan; they were to go on the south 
side of the Dead Sea, so that there was no river at all 
to  cross, only a valley. Kadesh is the name of the place 
that was on the boundary h e ,  right between the wil- 
derness on one side and Canaan on the other, and when 
they came up to  this boundary line, there they halted ; 
and from the boundaq Kadesh they sent out twelve 
spies to spy out the land and bring back word again. 
The Ford “Kadesh” means holiness. ‘They took a 
Etraight line from the time of their conversion for the 
lmd of Canaan, and there was no break, there was no 
positive rebellion ulltil they came to Kadesh, and there, 
(38) 
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is where their fait?? and patience were tested. There the 
spics went out and brought back that wonderful report, 
of which we have an account in this lesson ; ten of these 
men bring back a miserable report of unbelief and re- 
bellion asd hardness of heart, and two of the men 
bring back a minority report of faith and of patience; 
but the people, you remember, took sides with the ma- 
jority, and adopting the majority report they backed 
down froin entering the land of Canaan, and from that 
time they began to wander forty years in the wilderness, 
and when they did cross over they did not cross over on 
the soutli side where tlie valley was, but they had t o  
cross over on tlie north side, across the river. 
We learn from this thought that when a young con- 
veri comes out 01 Egypt and is delivered from the guilt 
and dominion of sin, and receives within him the tastes 
of divinc love, under proper guidance he will take a 
straight line to Canaan, asd when he comes to the boun- 
dary line of holiness his faith will be tested. Kadesh 
will always be the testing point of everyone's faith; and 
if the young convert under divine light, with a willing 
heart, will go over into Canaan, then he can go over 
witliout crossing the river; he can go over by simply 
crossing a valley; but i f  ho draws back like the people 
here did and refuses to go over, he may have a long "up.. 
and-downyy life, with many missteps and terrible vicissi- 
tudes in his csperience, and when he does enter he must 
enter through the severe crisis of the crossing of the 
river Jordan.- In  bringing back of the report from the 
land, we see h?ro in the report of the ten men the prog- 
less of unhclicf. In reading this thirteenth chapter 
2.23 Bible Truth Library. 
clenr thrw,@, and then reading the fourteenth chapter, 
it is nLinzil>g t o  gather up their ideas and see how their 
11n!jelit.i’ grons a t  ever; step. If you TTant t o  know the 
biography mil the history of unbelief and see how i t  
can grow and spread, you Fill see it in these ttvo 
chapiers. I n  bringing back their report these ten nicn 
gare quire a lengh? account of the land, the products, 
the climate, and the people; but they bring in that ter- 
rible m r d  about the giants; the giants are there, and 
in 31 the report that these ten men made, they never 
mentioned the name of God once. What a significant 
fact %hat is ! \Then CaIeb and Joshua brought in their 
report the; began by bringing in the Lord, and they 
said, “If the Lord mill be Fit11 us we will still be able 
t o  go.’’ The ten men on the other hand were tallring 
about ahat  ?L’E can do, we are not able, and we saw the 
giants, to nhoni we Feere as grasshoppers; it is all we all 
the ” a j  through, and us and our. 
Their Thole attention was directed l o  the resources 
of themselves, while Caleb and Joshua looked over 
theniselJ-es and mentioned God. That is so everywhere 
in the earth. Unbelief! If you have unbelief in your 
heart it Fill a l w q s  behave like these ten spies. It al- 
ways searches the human side, looks at what you can do, 
Khat you can be, That you can develop; ignores the 
cleansing ability of Jesus and ignores the almighty 
Holy Ghost. Then from tnat standpoint their unbelief 
gets vorse and vorse as they proceed, until it reaches 
the point There they take up stones to stone Cnleb and 
Joshua. People say, I am all right, except I have un- 
belief in ~y heart. People think unbelief is a kind of 
T?be Beauerdy Life. 39 
sickly thing that doesn’t do lriuch harm in the world. 
The unbelief of these ten Inen cominciiced by forgetting 
to  mention God, but it ~ o u n d  up Ly being murderous. 
It SO turns out that the inen wlio bronght in this rc- 
port, that  the w y  nnmcs of these mcn indicate their 
character. By looking at tlic names that these mcn 
bore, wc get an insight into their iiincr clmwtcr, and 
sou iierer have the key t o  a, man’s life until you gct the 
lrcy of his inner clrnractcr. Then yon can unlock ih: 
miin’s conduct. So you take tlrc tctn spies that brought 
in this majority rqmt, mil t;cx whul tlicir mines iiti- 
ply, and liere we bavc got ihe key-iiote OS ilicir l‘ailnri? 
to brlievc. Somctiincs when iiicii die thcg cull in n 
coniiriittco of surgcons for a post-uiortem csmiination. 
We want to  liolil R post-niortcm usmiination on thcse 
ten men, nnd fiiid out oE wlmt (1 
The first xiaine i s  c i s1~~mnl~:~ .7 ’  The English of that 
name is ‘‘Fmic.“ Now you gee wliy that iiian did not  go 
into the lmnd of Canaan. 13% very nntnre, the lccy 10 
his life, his whole inncr character, was voven aromvl 
a m t r d  t lmgh t  o f  f t lmc ,  Xiovc of praisc, XOVC oC no- 
toricity; he .vvantrd to be great in the eyes of men; want- 
cd to rnnkc a grcat shorn; ivmtecl to sce ]lis naiiic in 
p i n t  arid 2i:zvc it  I~or:~liled i;l~rough tlic carth ; t!int is 
~ l i y  ihat ~ ~ . L ? u ~ ; ~ c x ~ H T I  €o gscl to  mention Cod when IE rose 
up nnil m u r k  a rcport of t h  eomrnittre. ‘l’fw fact is, 
his o m  nnrrtc w:is so grcnt in his cycs tlmi be forgot to 
mention (?oil, ~rl~crrns thc Bibb  say^, “In 1110 beginning 
Qad. . . . .” I n  t11e  cy^ of tbc world fame is thonglit 
io  be n vit.tur. Tovng mea are tnuglit t o  be fn inow;  
t h y  are exhorted t~ innlrc a big name €or themselves. 
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We love the fame and honor of distinction, of being flab 
tered. Why, there are thousands and millions of peo- 
ple that think it a virtue, and even nominal Christians 
tkink it is a virtue, but the very things that the world 
thinks to be great God despises. 
The true doctrine of the Bible is that we are to love 
and obey God. me are to trust him and let the Lord 
make our reputation, our character, our standing. The 
love of fame mill keep any man in this vorld out af 
salvation. If you want a pure heart, if you want an  in- 
ner rest of soul, if you want a deep and settled peace of 
mind, you must tear from your breast that miserable 
itch of hungering for notoriety. If you have a crav- 
ing to be famous in jour little set, in the little circlc 
where you are, I want to  say that that is nothing less 
than the idolatry of worshiping yourself; it is no won- 
der that such souls die, no wonder that people do not 
give themselves up, when the fact is they are hungry 
for fame. That is vhy they cannot trust God. We 
must consent to be little and unknown and humble in 
order t o  enter the land of love. 
The next man’s name was “Shaphat.” The English 
of that word is ‘(to judge.” Mr. Shaphat was a nirzii 
Those inner character and disposition was t o  gek on a 
throne and put himself up, and be rendering jud,pent 
on all his brothers. He wanted to measure everybody 
by himself. He wanted to judge their motives, to 
judge their conduct, and thus he was so busy judging 
all his neighbors and family acquaintance, that he un- 
consciously got into the place of God. God is thc 
judge; He alone knows; God done can penetrate a hu- 
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signifies retaliation from God. In  otlier tooras, this 
man would retaliate, but he either cannot, or is afraid 
to, and so he wishes that God would do it. Uow Inany 
tines in your life have tliere been vhcn you have felt, 
04! if God would only kill somc people, il‘ God woull  
only burn som&ody’s house down; 1 ~ ~ ~ u l i l  not dart 
kill them myself, but somehow I wish t11:tt Coil would 
kill them! Do you know ilicre is n l d i n g  spirit in 
there? Have you not bcen teuiptcd, broilic~r or sk tcy ;  
have there not been times in your lircs wlicii yon h i e  
had that spirit in you, aldioi~gli you did D o t  tlwc i,o bc 
the executioner, but in your lieart yon wriir~1io1v i~isli~tl 
God wouId put some people unclvr i l i t b  guillotiiic~? 1 
have heard some inen say tlint ilicy wisIic(1 (:o(1 woulil 
kill all tlie saloon keepers; ant1 cven Marl in  Jintlirr, 
before he got sanctificd-lic W:IS ii grml,  gooil mm- 
said once, CcWhat B sight it ~soulil 1)e l o  wc tlic.: p p c  
and his cardinals hanging in a row.” J‘tru w i l l  iind 
that people have in ilicm tlint rwdtiimt is11 ic.11 l o : ~ l $  
them to feel that I h y  woulii not lilw lo liiirt, c~wt;iin 
people, but they vish God woulil. That ni:in Jg;il coultl 
not go into the land of C. an; and if w t ~  h v c  tli:it 
spirit in us we cannot g ~ t  into pcrfcctt love.. .It musf. I)(? 
given up. We must cast it ilotvn. A11 rcscntiucul mi 
all bitterness must bc lsid nsitle. 
The nest man’s name was “Pnlf i?’ The RnzIisIl for 
this is, “Deljwrance of Jeli~r;iIi.” T l ~ o  r:icming of  
this man’s name forms ilic 1;~y i o  hi< c m t l ~ i  ; it 
means in his cam orthodo.e ind i l f c r t~ t i cc ;  rmrl st) t‘lic: 
man said, WJke Lord will clulivcr us.” ISc r~ecil not 
be in a hurry to 80 up into Cuslmm, it i e  t h u   lord'^ 
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simply in for the big thing, God or no Cod. There is 
the Bey to that mads heart. Mr. Gaddi was desirous of 
Ruccess; anything tiislt would Le brilliant, taking, popu- 
lar, SUCCCSS~UI, lie was in for it. Hc has a great many 
followers. T h y  will resort to any foolish thing) if it 
will only bring prosperity. Instead of worshiping God, 
our loving Lord, liow ninny there arc who worship re- 
ligious success ! Cive to God your wliolc lieaxt, whether 
you succccd OT €nil. Sry n enrcful study of tho Bible you 
vdi find all ilirouglr its pigw tlint the granrlcst saints 
were those thit ncvw had secining success. 
T h e  IIcbrtits clrildrcn s i d ,  “Bc it linown unto t h  
king tliat TVC will WTC n o  image. Tlic Lord our God 
i s  ablr io  clelivcr us, hit i f  not, be it krzown unto you, 
XVP vi11 not st r x  yonr god, cven j f ‘cvc die.” Brotlicrs 
and  sihicrs, G o d  will mal;e you succeed in his WRY, but 
I mnt; to  s:iy, -pii must gcl; that idea of succcss out of 
your minds, d i e  to it, and when you consent to be a 
failure €or Sosus thcu thc Lord can do something with 
you. Ani1 SO Gad& was a man that went in for suc- 
Tlic ncst; ninn’s name vas ‘~AmrnicI.’’ The name 
i h s  Wit! p c q k  of God.” The kcy oC his clriarnctcr 
c‘ih wc riot t l~c  Lrwd’s pcoplc; arc we not t1i.c dc- 
Jdnts of Abralmi, Isaitc arid cTncob, nnr3 havc we 
bccbri prcrlcstinatcd, arid so it dors not matter iE we 
ot; go up i i i h  the land of Canaan.” IIc was depmci- 
on liiw election, on Cod’s ducreos. We cannot de- 
upon our chiircli history, but only upon our lidcli- 
tho ~ ~ C R R C C ~  God. If your soul is not pure I bcg of 
ou do not Icm on p u r  pad  religion, or on church 
and found ctcmsl failure. 
46 Bible Truth Library. 
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bas! People say, Please get somebody else, I am not 
adaptcd to it ; people who cxciise tlieinselves are trying to 
conceal and to hide. They lisve fine spirit of coward- 
ice. It takes a 
brave hcnrt t o  ( m i e  out  for the  fulncss of salvation. It 
takcs a bravc licnrt t o  come o u t  €or Jesus. Brothers 
r b j  you must l x  hmw, and if ~ o u  liaoe any tim- 
i(liiy, s d u  i t  to dio t o  it. Conic to the crucifixion and 
gct tlic b l ewt l  God  to tnlic 311 the cowardice out  of you. 
Tlic next 11i;in’s uame W:LS “GcucLJ‘ Tie was a high 
cliurchninn. ‘l’hc nai~ic Gcuel signiiics ““Jh majesty of 
Ood.” Tlic I\-cy to tlint siiui‘s lieart is : everything must 
be donc m;i jc~slicully. Tlic1re must bc, tone, splcndor and 
dignity nlmnt c\ crjtlijiig. Evcrgtliing was pervadtd by 
tlic word iii;ijd.y. t h l  is miijcstic. IIe wants us to 
give liini ilic i)i:idc~sty, liut illan’s idca of majesty is just 
iliv oppmiitt 01 Coti’s. \\'lien we put on majcstie forms 
and (:cnmoIiics wc only cloud oursclvcs. And so in all 
tlic~:c men you TTil l  lint1 the progress of self-love. Begin 
a t  ttic top tincl T U T ~  down; it is self. The first word is 
nit1 i s  self-ciitlt’iironcillcut; the third 
iigc : tlic fourth is self-seeking; 
thc firth n:inu? is sclf‘-iiit(;reht’ i‘tie sixth is sclf- 
w k i r i n c y ;  i l i ~  sc~vc~~zili  s scl ecuriiy ; tile eighth 
is F;CI f-tlercit ; tlic ninth is lf-prcserva;tion, and 
ihr t011i11 is sclf-splotiilor. You find there is B progress 
o f  d f - low,  ant1 :111 111wc nlrn d 1 c n  t l q  came back, and 
rtiadc t’ricir report, tlicy put in their report such cx- 
ions :is: 1jrc saw; U’C saw ihc giants. 
N o v  t,aln ilie yeport OS ilic other two men. The 
namc Y!:iIob’’ signifies a dog. fPhe name Joshua 
TIi:l;t nmi coiilil not go into Canaan. 
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sigai9ies salvation. Put the tmo togefner, a dog 
and salvation; the name of Caleb signifies tlic csirciiic 
areakness and helplessnes of tlic liiiiiian side. Cale?~’s 
name signifies tlie man’s side, so blind, so helplcas, so 
good-for-nothing ; and the name Joshua supplciiieni~ it, 
Bigni€jing God’s ability, €lis grace, tlist 1Ic can CIL‘XISC, 
can save; and you hare one name rcprwccuting tlic nbso- 
lute frailty, weakness, depravity of tllc liunia~i rwe, ilI1tl 
the other name signifying the sufiicicncy of tlie Llcssctl 
God to cleanse and s u e .  When tlic iiim’s side o p s  
and says Lord, I faint, I h in t ,  I a111 nolhing more tliiilI 
a dog; when a man opens his !;cut. wi tliout :my white- 
wash in it, without any splcnclor or self a t  all, : i d  3ii:ilicc: 
a coniplcte confession to Gotl, Jd,ov;ili opt' 
and s a y  t o  him, I lime got s:rlvntion ; I 1i:ivc 
can forgive; I can purgc. Yilicii :L iii;in coli 
thing them is in his heart God mill turn nrouiitl : i i id  (,on- 
less everything t h a t  is in ITjs licaut. I f  JOII vi11 juit 
take the place of a poor liltlc nninwl,  niitl olvn ~ o i i r  
lieart to God, he will opal his liciirl, o f  salvatioii  i o  you. 
These two men, when thcg I~roug-Iit hcir q w r t ,  the: 
Bible sap,  “tlicy brought a rcport ils it u.as i n  Ilicir 
heart.” The tcn men brought n rrport :m it V:IS iii -tIii?ir 
head, and they said, wc saw this, a n J  TW s:tm 11i:it. I:ut 
the two nicn brought tlicjr rryort not as it  WJS i f ,  t i iv i r  
head, but “as it WRS in tlicir 1i~:xri.” If JOII 11lok :i i  ( : I t t i  
througli your Iicnd yon will bo l iko t l w  t(w matt ; 1 1 1 1 1 ,  
after you BCC him in your Iicnrt yoti wiIL XI f t io \ in  i r ,  2 1 1 ~  
great things of God. Nlicn yo11 mmc* In FW~; t i i t *  Iwrftv- 
tion OF love don’t go hcnddorc~inost h t ,  go 1 1 [ ~ : 1 1 , 1 - ~ , ~ ~ , ~ , ~ 1 1 1 ~ ~ i .  
You 20 not understand pcrfwtion, Init Cod tlors. f i ’ l l ~ f i ~  
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iiielJ iivecl once. 1Vlion they lived they had life l i ~ o  we 
liave it, but they n c  dead and gone. The bones of these 
tcn TWII arc Llcachiiig today, are somewhere in the great 
Ar&im (lcscrt,, and tlic Bible says they fell in tlie wil- 
ilcnicss lnit i h r  bones of Calcb and Joshua are reposing 
this rerg iri inuto in tlie l:ml of promise. We will soon 
be goiii’j we 1::n-c not, long to  live. Let us believe God, 
; ind  rcl)o 1.t t l i c>  juwioiis things of his kingdom, his for- 
gi\it:z*, 11 ii ~~ to i* ing ,  his cleansing, his healing, his touch 
nf fliiiiiiiig low, as mc see thcin in our liccarts. Compare 
Nuriibcrs 13 :28 with Jos’nuu 14 :‘I. 
OBAPTER V. 
XTAQIS I N  TIIE IICAVENLT LIFE. 
One of the strongest proofs that the Bible is thc in- 
of the soul, and every vaiety of character so perfectly 
corresponds with the inward conditions and operations 
of the human heart, both in sin and in holiness. Tlic 
1ioly Spirit sllwags works in souls esactly according to 
His o m  pattern, which He has set forth in Scripture. 
There are several places in tho New T'cstament whese '1vc 
have LI kind of a portrait of spiritual cxp~rienccs whiclz 
go to makeup a full Christian c1iar:ictcr and lifc. On0 
of these passages is lound in the first five wrws of the 
8fth of Romans. In the first vcrsc we have just Lli('i1 tion, 
and in the second verse sanctification, ;ind i n  tlic tllirtl, 
tribulation, and then through ihc r e i ~ ~ i ~ d e r  of the test 
the outworking by various s k > p  of ;i mnt t i rc  life in ilic 
love of God. The snbject of snnctifieation has Lcca $1) 
fully and ably written upon by iiiaiig in rcccnt yfirrs, 
that most who read this book may bo fnriiilinr with tlint 
matter. But there is a field of cspcricuce in  tiic out- 
working and maturing of ilic life of h:zIiCtifir:if IOTI .t hit 
has been compar,ztivcly ncylcctcd by spiritiiill i t r i i~ra.  
Hence, in this cspositinn we mnt to nllon. su&itnt 
fipace for the first and sccond v'crscs, mi inlic mow fimc 
for the unfolding iliosr c i'b o f  , g r c i t y b  ri.]liril 
a x  subsequent io  the firsi entrance upon Illc. I'*L nmi  or 
heayenly life. 
tw 
fallible Word of God, is the fact that  its dclinc a. t' lolls 
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1. Tlic snbjcct in the first verse of the passage un- 
der consideration is that of juslificution by faith. In 
order t o  bcttcr unilcrstnnd this subjcct we must remcm- 
bcr that tlic Scriptures teach four kinds of justification. 
Thc saintly John Fletclicr wrote a very able essay upon 
tliese four kinds of justilication over a hundred years 
ago, but his woniierl’ul writings were unfortunately 
brought out in  conucction with the great theological 
coiilxovemics or his iiincs, .which have hindereti them 
from tlic circulation t h y  merited. We have space only 
t o  briefly ouiliiie this branch of our subject. Bemeniber 
that justification covers a. largcr ground than sanctifica- 
tion, for it niust bcgin previous to  sanctification, and 
run 011 through all the life of faith, and extend out into 
all l,hc nctious of life, and it culminates whcn the be- 
licvcr is jndgcd a t  the second coming of Christ, and 
stands former acquitted by tlie rewards given by the 
Savior. To justify in a human court is t o  prove me’s 
innocence. But to  justify by grace, is t o  confess the 
guilt and be acquitted through tbc merit of Jesus, who 
was the sinner’s substitute on the cross. The $first justi- 
fication is that by which all the infants of the human 
itice are fully acquittcd o€ any guilt from the sin of 
Arlnin. I t  is iruc that d l  infants begotten o f  a human 
Satlicr are born with a lallcn, sinful intiire, but there is 
not jTl l j ) l l t~?d  io ilicir acrount any guilt or any actio3 
from Adam. T2iis is ihe kind oP justification Paul 
~ p c : ~ l i a  of wl1cn lie s a y ,  “That as by thc offense of  one, 
juilplneni caxie upon all men t o  condemnation, evcn so 
by the riglilconsncss of onc, thc frce gift came npon all 
mcn imto jirsiificaiion o€ IiCc.” Rom. 5 :18. Now YOU 
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notice th’at this kind of justification of infants is  unfoer- 
sal, it has a t  one time passed upon all men. And you 
also observe, that it is without any faith, and without 
any good works, but “the free gift to  every child of our 
race,’> because Jesus is the second Adam, and has re- 
deemed all men from condemnation, because of the sin:: 
of Adam. Hence, if we nom sin, we bring upon us our 
omn guilt, which necessitates another kind of justifica- 
tion. 
Now the second justification set forth in Scriplure, 
is by faith alone for the penitent sinner, in which good 
works can merit nothing. To be justified by faith, is to 
give up ourselves as utterly lost and undone, and to rc- 
ceive Jesus as our substitute, bearing our dcath-pcndty 
on the cross, and then the Father remits our sins purely 
and only on the ground that His Son suffered in our 
stead. When ow sins are pardoned, then the IIoly 
Spirit can regenerate us; for in the nature of things, 
the new birth could not take place in us till our guilt 
is removed and we are in a right, a lawful rclntion with 
God. Saint Paul writes more upon justification by .Enilh 
than all the rest of Scripture writcrs bcsiiie. 
The third kind of justification is that of tho believes 
after he is saved, and which is by faith and worlcs con- 
joined. This is the kind of justification that Saint 
James writes about. It has puzzled a great mnny pcople 
that Saint James, in his epistle, s h l d  say, over :in4 
over again, that we are justified by works (Jas. 2:1+ 
25). Even the! great Martin Luther said tlmt J:nrics 
“wrote an epistle of straw” on the subject of justificn- 
tion. Remember, Luther was jus4 emerging lrorn Ro- 
manism, which teaches sahation by penance, and the 
great reformer did not understand, in his day, the dif- 
ference between the justifkation which is by faith in 
Christ alone, and the subsequent justification in the on- 
going daily life of the Christiann, which must be proved 
by good works to accompany faith. Saint Paul elabo- 
rates the justification by which we become Christians, 
and Saint J m c s  emphasizes the justification accompan- 
ied by good works, by which we prove we are Christians, 
and continue to bo such. Let me call your attention to 
a very singular thing upon this subject, in connection 
with Abraham. Saint Paul brings Abraham on the wit- 
ness stand, to prow that “we are justified by faith alone, 
without works” (Rom. 4 :1-13), and then ‘Saint James 
brings Abraham on the witness stand to prove “that we 
are jufitified by works” (Jamcs 3 :21), How can thex 
both he true? It is plain enough if you will just con- 
sider that Paul refers to Abraham’s justification at  the 
beginning of his spiritual life, before he was circum- 
cised; and James refers to Abraham’s justification near- 
ly forty years afterward, in connection with his obedi- 
ence, by which hc proved and maintained his justifica- 
tion. So both are true, taken at the stages in Abraham’s 
life to which they apply. Now, do you not see how easy 
it is for ignorant people to think the Bible contradicts 
itself, when thcre is no contradiction ? 
The fourth kind of justification will be at  the second 
coming of Jesus, when the saints are judged, and their 
good works will be examined, not for the purpose of sav- 
ing, but for the purpose of rewarding. This is the kind 
which Jesus refers to in speaking of the judgment, ‘iby 
justification sf infanfa, is 
UC my works, md relates to 
at o€ the penitent- 
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SO, but we glory in tri 
tion worketh patience, 

the ointment. Vacillation. This is a weakness in the 
will power, and often lingers with good people after 
sanctification. Severity of mmner. Multitudes of  souls 
mho are sanctified have a harshness in their mords and 
mamers, to the great detriment of tneir usefulness. 
Touchiness. This is that mean veahmess that Xr. Wes- 
ley was constantly urging prolessors of holiness to avoid. 
Imprudencs. Many sanctified people lack sense slnd dis- 
cretion, and have to learn many things By hard thumps. 
Business negligence. Some of the greatest lights in 
promoting scriptural holiness are very poor financial 
managers, and get in debt, or neglect business de tds ,  
and have to be threshed into business sense. Fun. IIow 
many have crippled their experiences by giving way to  
fun, wit, sarcasm, until it was wiiippcd out of them. 
Precipitation, or going too fast, or indolance, going too 
slow, have hind,ered many. These and many other things 
of a similar nature, are t o  be corrected by trials and re- 
bukings, and humiliations, sild hardships. 'The heart is 
washed from sin by the blood of Jesus, but tlie liead is 
chastised from its narrowness md foolishncss by a rod. 
You must not confound the mashing of tbe heart; with 
the teaching of the head. You cannot iind il, word ia 
a11 Scripture about God washing thc head. The Scrip- 
tures make no mistake, and they locate sanctification for 
the heart, and tribulation €or the head. Divine pravi- 
dence can almays find an approprinte thing to serve :IS :I 
flail. He may use loss of property, or loss (Jf frimcIs> or 
health, or  sore temptations, or persecution, a r  ostracjsm, 
or sore disappointment, or the misun(1crstnnclinb. o E good 
people, or the bitter hatred of bad peoplc, or things in 
involved in our 


daws into tho heast, a d  
double, or ~ ~ p ~ ~ d  
b w  t h t  we know 

PROOFS OF HUMBLE LOVE. 
It is one of the characteristics of the spiritual ago 
khat Cod does not almays reveal i o  a devoted soul the 
krogress it is ma?dng, for the very reason that' if the 
soul knew of all its advanced steps it mould often ?&der 
the progress itself. So the Holy Spirit lovingly conceals 
his o m  work oftentimes in order ihat by a wnsc of pov- 
ertg the soul may be pushed o n  to a swifter growth. 
Then there are other times when the Eoly Spirit has got 
the believer upon some elevated point he will give liilri 
a riem over the spiritual landscape, that he may see wliat 
God hath wrought and be still encouraged to highcr a t -  
tainments. But right amid the wear and tear of Cliris- 
tian life there are certain proofs which we may tcst our- 
selves by as to whether vie are in a state of perfect e n -  
reifixion and in unbounded divine love. 'The love of 
Christ in us must not only be severely tested, b ~ t  ev- 
ery advancing degree that love will be tested. Among 
these proofs we may mention the following : 
1. To have the love of God in a state of pure faith- 
that is, to  be able to discern in our spiritual nature that 
we love God with all our hearts, even apart from all 
pleasant sensatims in the emotional nature. There arc 
three Binds o f  emotion-bodily, soulish and spiritual ; 
and if apart from all happy, nervous conditions, and 
fW 
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apart from all exhilarating fedings in the mental or 
soulish nature, we can be conscious in the deep inner 
spirit that we prefer God and love him above all things 
sin the universe, we may know that we are in a state of 
2. Another proof of hmnble love is to accept of oui- 
ward poverty as n gift from God, and, in great meekness 
of spirit, not only bc willing to be poor, but even t o  be 
the object OS charity, and, if come to that, be a charity 
patient in n hospital-to take the place of Lazarus at the 
rich man’s gate, and Lccoine an object of tlie charity of 
otlicrs, emn wlicn they do not especially love us, but to 
be so united to God’s will that we see through all second- 
ary agents, and look to God alone, nnd receim the most 
hmiiiliating circunistances of life as an evprcssion of 
God’s will and love, with meek and quiet spirit-this 
is ct proal tlist thc hcart is perfectly crucified and full 
3. ITo have our most sacred faith denounced and 
treated with contempt; to  have our praprs  scoffed at, 
our deepest csperiences tscated with contumely and 
scorn; to have our fellowship with tlie Holy Ghost ridi- 
culed, not only by sinners but by professed Christians 
and ministers; to have our testimony to the precious 
bloodcriticized anddenounced as a delusion; to have our 
motives iinpugned and grossly misreprescntect even by 
otlicr professing Christians; t o  have our faith in the 
great old doctrincs of tlie Bible, of heaven and hell, of 
futurc rewards and piinisbments, o l  the thrm adorable 
persons in the Thinity, of the hope of the coming of Je- 
BUS and his reign on the earth, of the virtue of his 
pure love. 
of lowly love. 
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blood, of heahg &eases; to have all these dearest be- 
liefs of the heart set at naught by chief priests and pro- 
fessed friends, and yet to be so thoroughly crucified as 
to be undisturbed and to keep in a still, patient, lov- 
ing disposition, without contention, without agitation- 
this is a proof of humble love. 
4 .  Anofher proof of a real humble spirit is .e0 have 
the natural affections cut all to pieces by harsh mor&, 
unkind treatment, or mangled bs E C O ~  and neglect, and 
for the &on1 to seek no consolation from the creature, 
but to  give itself up to $God in unlimited abandonment 
and seek only the solace that comes from the blessed 
Jesus. r d e s s  D. soul ie thoroughly crucified and in a 
state of dirine union, it will, under such circumstances, 
vhen its natural agections are bruised and disappoint- 
ed, turn to some creature for conifort; it will go to old 
friends, or to supposed friends, .to seek fo r  help; it must 
unbosom its woes to  somebody, for counsel and sym- 
pzthy. L h d  although such a soul ma? be a Christian, 
yet, if it is not in perfect union with God and in sweet 
i n t h ~ y  vi-ith the Holy Spirit, where it mderstacds how 
to dra-ir all its comforts from God, it nil1 invariably turn 
to some creature. But if it can quietly turn to God 
done for consolation, thai is a proof of its perfect hu- 
milit1 and love. 
5. There are times vhen the true believer passes 
through states of mind or experience irhieh resemble a 
grent Feutern blizzard, where the wind seems t o  blow 
from every qzarter at the same time, and the snow is so 
blinding that you cannot see your may. In such cases 
there will be tho most contradictory vicissituctes. Good 
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things and bad things seem terribly misplaced, as if 
good and evil had changed places and more each other's 
faces and garments; where divine providence seems un- 
hinged and where infinite melccy seems to be tantalizing 
ihe heart. NOW, if the soul can shut its outward eyes 
and with the iritcrior vision of faith look right through 
tiic tangled mass o C such vieissitudes,and discern God in 
it all, and anchor itself to his pure mill ia a holy defiance 
of the appcarace of things, and have just the same con- 
fidenca in God and his word then as in fair weather, 
that is a proof of a state of himble love. 
6. 'To work for Cocl through months or years and be 
the instrument of accomplishing what seems to be a 
'good work and then to have it all torn into rags and 
Feemingly destroyed from tho earth without losing heart, 
withont gctting rcligionsly vcsed, without eyer charging 
God unlrindly, but to  lean back on him and keep gentla 
and full of ~ C R C C ,  is a proof of self-renunciation and 
pure love. It is R singular trait of good people, even 
very rcligious pcoplc, even those professing full sanc- 
tification, to hecoine wonderfully attached to their own 
work, and when they have accomplished something for 
Cocl they unwittingly love their work and make a saintly 
izol o f  it. 'Tlicn when God nllows the precious bhing to 
be torn t o  pieces they feel smitten to the dust, because 
they loved their holiness work instead of fixing all their 
love on the dcm Lord done. This is why divine Frov= 
idezlcc allows so ~ n u c h  o &  Christ,ian work to go i o  meek, 
for he is deterinincd tlint not even the best of things 
ahall take liis place in our  love.^ Now, if you can work 
for God, and yet keep your heart entirely weaned from 
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yoyouir work, so that yon can see it blow to pieces with 8 
sweet happy spirit in God aloze, that is a proof that you 
are dead even to your righteous self, and that Christ in- 
deed lives in you and that you have his meek and lowly 
spirit. 
7. P o  sow and have others reap is a proof of humble 
iow, especially if you can see them reap with thce same 
thankfulness as if you did your own reaping. It will put 
a Christian's love to a reak test to  cordially embrace this 
%ruth, T o  toi l  through summer's heat or winter's cold, 
io give line upon line and precept upon precept without 
seeming t o  produce adequate results ; t o  exhaust our re- 
sources in boring a well for oil and get within one foot 
of the vein when the last penny is gone and then to have 
some one else take the well and ibore only a few inches 
and strike a fortune of oil, and even rejoice in the 
other's good fortune-this is unselfishness. Yet all r e  
need to give us fnis grace is that immensity of faith to 
see that God oms exrerything; and if me toil for him 
without seeing the fruit, and some one eIse reaps the 
harvest--if we really love God vith pure, unbounded 
low we will rejoioe that God is getting the harvest from 
some other hands just as much &s if he got it from our 
hands, 
8. Another proof of a lowly, loving heart is t o  re- 
ceive all sorts of injuries and unkind treatlwent without 
making any reply, and even making it the occasion for 
khe exercise of the warmest love and prayer for those 
who injure 11s. I think it is Saint 'Clemachas who tells 
us that he knew of three instances where very good men 
received very m e a  treatment and suffered much injury 
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fd state, and they are made happy throngh ~ ~ u r  sorrow, ana sell watered through our dryness, and lifted LIP 
k o u g h  OUT humiliation, and made rich through our 
poyerts;, as if t h g  mere drawing the very juices of our 
s o d  away from us, and yet all the while to have a sweet, 
God-like contentment that we can spend and be spent 
for otherrq this is proof of a genuine apostolic condition 
11. To have God strip us of all sensible comfort, 
and %em t o  shower his extraordinary favors upon oth- 
ers, and lea-i-e us, as it were, in desolation, and at the 
same tiEe to  load us down with many arduous labors 
and great responsibilities, while divesting us of what we 
regard as adequate joys, and yet, through it all, to stead- 
ily bellold him with the eye of pure faith, and to love 
him with a deep, pining, quivering love beyond the ex- 
pression of all words, this is a mark of genuine self-ab- 
negztion and holy love. 
12. Perhaps the highest proof of humble love is to 
be a’ole to  rejoice when God triumphs at  our cost. When 
we 1o.i.e God so much that we ha7e a real gladness in see- 
ing hi3 -rill and honor and truth manifeskd, even 
though it be at the expense of our loss or our deep hn- 
=iliation, and e-ren our temporary degradation, this is 
pure love, and this is the love we must have to please 
God, for we m s t  have such a deep, all-consuming pref- 
erence for God that we will take sides against out- 
=Ires, despise our om interests, and be willing t o  tear 
Q u r s e l ~  dam, and rejoice a t  any defeat which comes 
.to our self-life, aod, as it were, utterly desert ourselves 
and go 0w.r and join the victorious legions of God’s at- 
of mind. 
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tributes and make one cause with God in fighting 
against ourselvefi. This kind of love has a secret laugh- 
ter every lime the will of God succeeds, and espeeially 
when it succeecls against our blindness and foolishness, 
for we discern that  the more we are cosquered the deep- 
er is our union with God. 
THE MINISTRY OF SORROV. 
Sorrow is tbe normal state of a worId that is fallen, 
and Iet’under conditions of redemption. Sorrow on earth 
is the root out of which can be made to grow and blos- 
som the sweetest joys of heaven. Sorrow in man is his 
natural capability for the joys of the supernatural. 8or- 
row is a species of suffering with hope in it. Suffering 
r i t h  no hope in it is despair, and that is the normal 
condition in hell. On the other hand, joy, pure, bound- 
leas joy, without a, trace of sorrow, is tine normal state 
in heaven. In the true sense of the word, sorrow is pre- 
eminently a thing belonging to this world, because it oc- 
cupies a middle ground between the hopeless anguish 
and hatred in hell and the bliss of heaven. Eel1 is :L 
starless night, and heaven an endless, cloudless noon ; 
but sorroF is a night into which is sifted the silvery 
light of moon and stars. Sorrow is the pathetic poetry 
of a fallen world in which hope still lingers. The heav- 
enly life on earth is tinctured all tinrough with many 
lrinds of sorrow. When Scripture says that “sorrow is 
better than mirth,” it is with special reference to life in 
this world, and not to the li%e in heaven. There is noth- 
ing on earth that is not in some vay related to sorrow, 
or hedged in by it, or that does not partake of its color 
(7%) 
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of a& %-idom and everlasting life (Acts 
6:’27). \\%en sorrov comes under the power of divine 
c grace, it ivorb out a ,manifold ministry in ow lives. 
1. I t  is the niinidry o f  sorrow t o  break down hard 
not we^, arid melt stubZorn z i k  There are men mho 
Enre plenty of mind, and cspacitr to see truth, to sane- 
tion righteousness, but  hose heart-nature seems made 
of 3ht. They lack feehg,  rrarmth, tenderness. They 
look upon religion as a cold morality, or a set of buai- 
ness-Ue di;ties, or as a fhaneial and political transac- 
tion with God. The1 look upon religious emotion as 
ne& md xomanish, and if they are church members, 
and make mi: pretense to  religion, they are more liks 
bnptized mdes than little c:ni:dren xith their Hearenly 
Father. God takes His rime, and watches His opportu- 
niT3 and sloaly undermixes rhese tougii natures, till 
some d q  an measj  feelurg conies up from the fountain 
02 their being and creeps 211 through them. Calamity 
takes hold upon them. God alIoms most bitter disap- 
pointment t o  crush some darling hope, or plan. Clouds 
gather ; misunderstandings, separations, sharp and sud- 
den turns in the intellectual or finaneial or social life 
transpire; or health breaks dom, or bereavement turn3 
life into a Talking cemetery. Then sorrow gets in its 
beautiful Fork, and fairly laughs behind its mask of 
tears at the vork it mill do. As in the late afternoon, 
the shadows of the great, rugged mountains stretell 
themselves across tne !om valley, as if the proud moun- 
tain peaks had knelt d o m  to pray on the devy meadow 
iri the evening hour, while the stars of evening begin t o  
light their lamps, as if to make a s&nctuary of the spot ; 
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some grea€ master’s irescoe. It unties strong cords 
that seemed to defy every other power. 
3. Sorrow widens the soul. Nobody ever suspects 
the little, mean narrowness in &is heart till God’s flint 
haniniers have broken hini all to pieces, and scattered 
the fragments over the greai fields of time and provi- 
dence. Eunxm biography is filled with instances wh:ch 
show that the men and the women of great, world-wide 
hearts have been those who were the children of deep 
sorrow. Proud royalists dug up the bones of Cromwell 
and burned them, and scattered the ashes upon the 
winds of heaven. They acted in blind hate, but Cod 
saw flat the grave was too small to contain such bones, 
and from that on, the spirit of civil liberty has been 
spreading, as if all inankind had suclced into their lungs 
n portion of the ashes of Cromwell’s bones, which were 
tossed to the universal winds. This is the ministry OP 
sorrow. It lifts the soul out of geographical lines ani! 
sectarian walls, and contemptible caste, and bitter ra- 
cial prejudices, or little, narrov religious cliques, and 
makes it a citizen of heavcn, a universal lover and friend 
of all mankind, and a princely heir of tho ages to come. 
TheTe is among some narrow Ciiristiam a water bap- 
tism which pens one up to what is called “(close com- 
munion.” The soul that Cod chooses to bo baptized into 
sorrow is macle a thousand worlds too large for such 
earthly littleness. Joseph had more sorrow than all tho 
sons of Jacob, an? it led him out into a. minis 
bread for all nation I.& For this rmmn, the Holy 
said of Joseph, “Ee was a fruitful bough by a 
whose branches ran over the wall” (Ben. &9 3 2 ) .  
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was through sorrow his heart grev big enough to I-U 
over the Jewish wall, and feed the Gentiles ~ & h  breed; 
and now Gentile Christians need a baptism thnt :rill 
lead them over the church aalls to lore and feeii t!ze 
scattered children of Israel. Sorrow is ;he Xar? that 
breaks the alabastar boxes of our hearts and lives, in 
order that the costly perfrrnie may 811 the entire horn, 
instead of being pent up. God ne'ier uses anJ'oody t o  8 
large degree, until after He breaks them ail to  piexe.  
4. SOTTOW reveals unknoli.tt. depths  in tEe soui, and 
unknown capabilities of experience and sexice. Gq-, 
trifling people are always shdlow> am1 aerer scsp: t  
the little memesses in their nature. Sorrow is God'& 
plowshare that turns up and subsoils the depths of .'he 
sod, that it may field richer harvests. If a e  had new 
fallen, or mere in a glorified state, then the strong tor- 
rents of divine joy would be the normal force to  oy?m 
up all OUT soul's capacities; but being in 8 fallen sorld, 
sorrow, mith despair talien out of it, is the chosen poser 
to reveal ourselves to ourselves. Hence it is eorroa thai 
makes us think deeply, long and Eoberly. Sorrow makes 
us go slower and more considerately, and introspect our 
motives and dispositions. It is sorrow that opens xp 
within us the capacities of the heavenly Me, and it is 
sorrow that makes us willing to launch our capwitiea 
on a boundless sea of senice for God am? our fellows. 
We may suppose a class of indolent people living 26 &e 
base of a great mountain range,  bo ha'ie neyer yen- 
tured to explore the Falleys aod caqons back in tire 
mountains, and some day, Then a great rhun&r-storrrr 
goes carerkg through the mountstins, it turns the Sd- 


TI33 EEAVENLY ESTHER, 
Xlthough the book of Esther does not contain the 
name of God, yet it is filled with his living presence and 
amazing providence, 'The characters mentioned in the 
book are not only historical, but prophetic as well; and 
tbrow their startling shadows across the face of the cen- 
turies. be t  us select from this 'book the leading char- 
acters, and in the light of the New Testament, see if we 
can trace out their prophetic import. Remember, that  
Ahasuerus was the monarch of the world, and the 
events here recorded foreshadow things concerning the 
true and Rightful Ruler of this world, who is the Jeho- 
vah Jesus. 
1. The great Ring, at the close of a festivity, want- 
ed his queen, Vashti, to  break the rigid customs of ail 
Eastern harem, and come forth in public society, that  
the Princes might see her beauty, and perhaps thereby 
be more strongly attached to the dynasty. There is a 
shadom in this, that Jehovah, who at first arranged t3 
keep his earthly queen, the Jewish people, in scclnsion 
from all other nations as a great national and secret 
treasure, wanted them a t  last to accept of the great goa- 
pel feast provided by Christ, and the gift of the Spirit, 
. and at  that feast God planned that this Jewish people 
~ h o u l d  now break forth beyond their exclusiveness, and 
be the Lord's gospel missionaries among all the  nations. 
(80) 
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from the gospel, went down under disgrace, s c a t b e d  
and peeled, unto this day. 
4. Then a call went forth to hunt out among the 
nations for mother queen for the great monarch. HOW 
clearly we can all see that this portends $he going forth 
among the nations to gather out the churcli oC the first- 
born, a holy and elect people, “to be the Lanib% wife,” 
the queen consorb of his corning heavenly kingdom. Do 
not fail to nobe that a great number of heauliful maid- 
ens were gathered out from the nations, but only onc of 
them could be the queen. This is the true te:icliing of 
Scripture, that not all the sa.iled ones hecoue tlw bride 
of the Lamb, but from among those wlio are c;illccl aut 
from the world, there is a second selcctiou of Lhosc wlio 
are willing to enter into the baptism of cllcath witti 
Christ, who are to, form the Lamb’s wife. David fipenlrs 
of the queen by the King‘s side, and bcsiilc licr ;t grcat 
company of virgins who are her coiiipanions (Psialiu 
48 :Q-14.) ‘The passage, “many called and fern cliosen,” 
has the meaning of many being saved, whilc but a fcw 
get into the Bridehood company. 
5. The young women gathered out lo r  the King 
mere put in charge of the great Charnberlai~i, to bc Set1 
and trained, that in everything they might be rc13derctl 
noble, attractive, and suitable to adorn the Empirc. Of  
all the maidens-Bther w n  the admiration OB IIcg.:ti, 
the Chamberlain, who gave her special cnrc. Tn like 
manner all the followers of Christ tha t  :KC gntIiereci 
out from the world, are put in the custody of t ~ l e  3p1~1,lg 
Spirit, that He may purify, and anoint, and feed, slid 
t ra in  them, t o  be presented to the Ring. Those belicircrs 
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who have in them the deep disposition of entire aban- 
donment to God are, like Esther, the most attractive to 
the Holy Spirit, and %hey are the ones the most docile 
and dbedient to the guidance of the Spirit, and upon 
whom the Divine  comforter bestows the greatest dis- 
cipline and care. Xow, just bend your eyes down a little 
closer and notice a peculiar trait that distinguished Es- 
ther from the other maidens. We me told that “when 
every maid‘s turn came to visit the King, they were al- 
lowed t o  have every desire, as to what they wanted given 
to them,” and doubtless they plied their wits as to what 
gifts they would ask. “But when Esther‘s turn came, 
she had no desire, and required nothing but what Hegai, 
the Chamberlain, appointed for her.” What a revelation 
this is of perfect guileless simplicity and purity of soul. 
Those who wanted gifts had mixed motives, and pride, 
and selfishness, which is the state of those believers who 
still have the love of display, or honor, or place, and are 
attached to their gifts and graces. But Esther is a model 
of those servants of Christ, who want nothing except 
what the Holy Spirit appoints, and whose hearts are 
purged from selfishness, or vanity, or the love of gifts, 
and who are clad in perfect humility, and in whose souls 
there is no guile. These are the ones that are fitted for 
the queenly rad1 in the great kingdom o€ Bod. 
G. It was at  the end of a speci6ed term of probation 
that Esther was publicly chosen and accepted by the 
Monarch to be his queen, and a proclamation was made 
throughout the kingdom. In like manner, at the close 
of this dispensation, which from the day of Pentecost is 
the church age, a t  the coming of J e sw to gather his 
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saints, ail the saved ones will be presented by the Holy 
Spirit to Ring Jesus, and from among all the millions 
who are gathered unto him, there mill be a special corn- 
pany, whose devotion and spiritual beauty, like that of 
Esther, mill outshine all others, and who wili be accepted 
as the Bride of the Lamb, md clothed with extraordin- 
ary rank and authority in the coming age. 
7. Soon after the enthronement of young Esther, 
$here began to appear an awful enemy in  the person 
of Haman in the kingdom. This Haman is called the 
Agagite, and was doGbtless a descendant of that wicked 
Agag that Saul spared but whom Samuel slew, and 
through all tiiese hundreds of years the family of- Agag 
had sought revenge upon the Jews. So Haman laid a 
dark plot to have all the Jews slain. He is a fitting type 
of the beastly Antichrist that is to personally ariss. 
among the nations after the Bridehood saints have been 
caught up from the earth. The apostle speaks of Anti- 
christ “already at work in mystery: but clearly indi- 
cates that the presence of the Holy C-host in believer3 
hinders the Anti-christ coming in person, but when that 
vihich hinders is taken away, the saints caught up to the 
Lord, then that wicked one, the personal Antichrist, will 
be revealed. (See 2 Thess. 2 :3-10.) Thus, as the wick- 
ed Haman is revealed after the exaltation of Queen Es- 
ther, so the Antichrist will appear after the exaltation 
of the Bridehood saints to be with the Lord in the air. 
When Hamads murderous plot was. revealed, 
Mordecai, acting for his people, rent his clothes, and put 
on sack-cloth, and went out into the city, crying with t~ 
Ivud and bitter cry! Please note the relationship be- 
8. 
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tween the crying Mordecai down in the streets, and the 
young queen up yonder in the palace. When the saints 
tare caught up to. meet the liord in the air, a vast mul- 
titude who believe in Cod, both Jews and Gentiles, will 
be left behind on the earth. Under the awful reign of 
the beastly Antichrist, the nations will mourn, and es- 
pecially those who believe in Cod, but who were not pre- 
pared to  meet Christ, will mourn in dust and ashes, and 
cry like deaz old Mordecai, with ti loud and bitter cry. 
The Scriptures speak of the tribulation ol  those days, as 
surpassing anything of the past, even that of the flood. 
It is called “the tima of Jacob’s trouble,” for as Haman 
tried to kill the Jews, $0 the Antichrist Will make an 
effort t o  destroy them all. (Jer. 30 :6, 7.) )That will be 
the time oP the wailing of the five foolish virgins who 
had no oil, that is, foolish Christians who will not have 
the €101~ Spirit. 
9. Queen Esther, breaking through dl rules of eti- 
quette, took her life in her hand to plead f o r  her people, 
and for  $lie overthrow of EIanian. It requires just such 
a spirit of martyrdom in the hearts of saints to qualify 
them for a place in Christ’s Bridehood. Let us not 
think that the life! of prayer stops with the believer 
when he clics, or is caught up to the Lord, for Scripture 
dcnics it. Jesus has passed beyond death, but his great 
life of prayer goes on. John positively affirms that he 
saw into Iieaven, and beheld tho souls of martyrs under 
tlic altnr, and heard them pray, and he heard it dis- 
tinctly :znnounced that the answer to their heavenly 
prayers cl cpendcd upon the unfinished work among 
their brctlirm down upon the earth. God’s vast family 
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is one, though part be in heaven and part on earth. In 
the prayers of Queen Esther we get a glimpse into those 
mighty pleadings of the saints in heaven, and near the 
throne, for the other portion of Cod’s people, who, like 
paor Mordecai, are out miling in the streets. 
10. Next comes the most mamelous deliverance o l  
Mordecai and his people, and thc swift itncl awful doom 
that overtook Haman. Thie is all prophetic of the ter- 
rific downfall of the Antichrist, who shall be cast alive 
into the lake of fire. (Compare R Thess. 2 :S with Rev. 
19:RO.) Then the oppressed ones went free with such 
gladness that the other nations were alarmed and joined 
in friendly ternis with the people of Mordecai, which 
is a type that when Antichrist is overthrown, the Jew* 
ish people will be restored and grafted again upon the 
sweet olive tree, as Jesus and Paul teach us, and exalted, 
like the oppressed Mordecai, to thc leadership of all the 
nations, -while the glorified saints, and especially those 
mho compose the wife of the Lamb, lilic the lovely 
the?; -rill shine in dazzling splendor of glory and z1u- 
thority in the palaces of t8he New Jerusdern. It is all a 
true story of m~tchlcss, divine love; md of the ministry, 
of deepest sorrow, and clrueifixion of self, and the oab 
come of joy md glory in the ages that arc to come. 
CHAPTER IX. 
m e r e  is an intimate connection between the eqeri-  
ences of the spiritual life and the clearness and cor- 
rectness with which scriptural truth is held in the 
mind. A crooked theology will inevitably produce 
either fictitious. religious experiences, or mystify and 
cripple a serious one. The subject of the redemption 
of the body is a problem around which more religious 
eperiences have gone t o  wreck than perhaps any other 
thing. I n  order t o  have a scriptural understanding of 
the redemption of the body, me need to consider the en- 
tire scope of redemption as it applies t o  the three king- 
doms of nature, grace and glory. God’s blessed do- 
minion is one extending over the mhole universe, but 
for the sake of convenience, and to facilitate our grasp 
of truth, spiritual writers have divided creation into 
three kingdoms-nature, grace and glory. So let us no- 
tice the redemption accomplished by Jesus as applied 
to these three kingdoms. The word redemption means 
to buy back m y  person or t b h g  which has been cap- 
tured or forfeited, and inasmuch as the world ma3 cap- 
tured by Satan, and man forfeited eternal life by sin, 
Jesus has redeemed or bought back man from sin and 
the world from Satan’s authority. The purchase treas- 
ure has been in the life and death of Jesus, but the 
(87) 
effects of the' purchas will be consummated in its ulti- 
mate form at the final judgment. 
But redemption is being wrought out in its results, 
first in nature, then in grace, and will issue in that of 
glorification. St. Paul covers all these thoughts in the 
8th chapter of Romans, where he represents all crea- 
tion, and even the work of grace in our hearts, as wait- 
ing for its highest manifestation at the time of the re- 
demption of our bodies. 
I. The redemption purchase of Jesus is related to 
the kingdom of nature. Unless the eternal Son of God 
had agreed, before the world was made, to  his incarna- 
tion and death for the human race, then just as soon 
as Adam sinned, his natural life would have been cut 
off, all the animals would have perished, and this fair 
earth would have been shrouded in the blackness of ut- 
ter desolation. But by virtue of the covenant of se- 
demption the natural kingdom was maintained, the ef- 
fects of sin were modified and postponed, the animal3 
and natural product of the earth, and the beautiful law 
of nature were allowed to mow on, the huiiian race vas 
permitted to  propagate under a system OP merciful pro- 
bation, and thus every rolling gea, every rising and set- 
ting sun, every green. landscape, every blcshing that 
comes in the natural life of men, animals, or insects, 
was secured and perpetuated because Jesus agreed to 
pay for it all by the sacrifice of hiinself." Thus men 
have the privilege of living, and thinking, and seeking 
happiness, and havo an opportunity of accepting salva- 
tion, and proving vhetlier thcy will choose righteousness 
or sin, became the privilege lias Lccii bought for them 
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by the \Saviour. Every man alive to-day on earth is 
alive and has the use of his faculties because Jesus 
died. Eence it is in this sense that the apostle gays, 
“Jesus is the Saviour of all men, but especially of 
&em that; believe,” that is, Jesus gives all men natural 
life, with it8 thousand-fold advantages, and then he 
becomes in a special way the Saviour from sin of those 
who receive him into their hearts. This redemption in 
its relation to the natural life of mankind is uncon- 
ditional, and life, the universal sunshine, throws its 
golden, mantle alike over the just and the unjust. 
11. Redemption in relation to the kingdom of 
grace. This embraces the whole range of moral and 
spiritual renovation md restoration to  God. It in- 
cludes the giving of the law, that it may form a stand- 
ard of right, and also be the minister to  search the heast 
and manifest the nature a d  extent of sin, for the 
great office of Cod’s law is not to save but to show UB 
sin and diagnose our disease; but none the less it is 
God’s grace that gives us tlne law to show us our need 
of grace. It also includes the work of repentance, jus- 
tification, sanctification, the fullness of the Bpirit, the 
healing of physical diseases for gracious purposes, di- 
vine correction, and the perfect victory of the soul over 
the devil and the fear of death. These are the great 
items embraced in the kingdom of grace which could in- 
clude many subdivisions and many elaborate trains of 
thought. 
Now, one of the greatest mistakes which is made on 
the subject of divine healing is in not putting it a6 a 
part of the kingdm of grace. There are two extreme 
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Ivims which unbalanced or uninstructed minds hold in  
connection with the healing of bodily diseases by faith. 
One view is in ignoriag divine healing for the body en- 
tirely, as having any relation witn the gracious redernp- 
tion of Jesus, and so relegating it to  the region of f% 
naticism or chance. The other extreme view is in put- 
ting divine healing as in some way connected with glo- 
rification, and 8s being a part of the redemption of the 
body from the grave, and thus taking the subject of 
heding out of the kingdom of grace and making it a 
part of the kingdom of glory, and this inevitably leads 
to the rankest fanaticism, and plays sad havoc mith the 
Christian life. Many persons take the words of Paul, 
in Romans 8:11, where we are told that the Spirit 
which raised Jesus from the dead will also quicken 
our mortal bodies, and push them into an extreme ap- 
plication. The direct and main application of that verse 
is that the Holy Spirit will cause the dead bodies of 
Christians to be brought to life again and rise from 
the grave just as truly as the Holy Spirit raised the  
dead body of Jesus from the tomb. The word “quick- 
en” means to make alive, and the word mortal means 
dying or subject to death.‘ Now, in a minor sense, 
this quickening applies to  divine healing, simply be- 
cause the greater includes the less, and if the Holy 
Spirit, because he has once lived in our bodies, will 
rdse them again from the dust of the grape, how much 
more can He now, for gracious purposes, heal the dis- 
eases of the body by expelling sickness with the virtue 
of the life of Jesus. 
3ut when persons take divine healing as a part 02 
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glorification, and drav the conclusion that because di+ 
eases gre healed fney can get into a state There their 
bodies will never die, and fnen into the delusion that 
their bodies will be translated even before Christ comes, 
it leads to wild and unscriptural theories and in- 
variably ruins the person’s religious experience, and 
they become the victims of demons. Some fancy that 
by long fasting they will lose the principle of death 
out of their bodies and have phpieal immortality. 
Others think that by living a life of celibacy their 
bodies will become extra holy and so escape death. 
Some think that by eating only vegetabks they nil1 
gain physical immortality. Others think i f  Jesus can 
heal my body why should he not exempt it entirely from 
death and the grave? These false notions spring from 
not understanding that the immortality of the body 
does not belong at all to the region of probationary 
grace, but f i a t  it lies in the region of glorification, Im 
yond the state of probation and of saving faith. 
The thousands of persons that Jesus healed while 
on the earth were healed as a part of his work of pro- 
bationary grace, aad all of them ultimately died, and 
he never once hinted about giving immortality except 
a t  that day when he would raise tine just from the 
dead. The healing of disease while on probation ie 
included in the kingdom of grace because it relieves 
suffering and shows forth the compassion of Jesus, and 
leads people to accept him more fully, ana for the pur- 
pose of lbeing witnesses for  Christ and of using their 
health in his service. 
All these things lie in the region of graee. But 83  
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soon as any one begins t o  stretch and strain them- 
selves into some awful tension after physical immortal- 
ity they at once become the victims of evil spirits, who 
are a1,lways hunting for people on to whom they can 
Pasten. Heding the body o l  disease is distinctively a 
work of grace, but exempting it from all iniinortality i~ 
distinctively a work ohglorg. We nlust keep these 
scriptural distinctions in our mind8, or \IT will go to  
wreck both in faith and practice. I-lence, divine heal- 
ing should never strictly be spoken of as the redemption 
of the body, which is R Scripture -word that refers es- 
pressly to raising thc dead body from the grave. And 
Set we do and may use the word rcdcriiption in a gen- 
eral nray to include all tlie cconoiny of grace. 
111. Redemption in relation to glorification. The 
kingdom of glory includes all tlie ultimate results o f  tlie 
redemption wrought by Jesiis, such as raising the dcud 
bodies of believers, or translating and glorifying their 
bodies at his second coining; nlso, tho coinplctc rec- 
tification o l  the mental facnltics, and ilie uiiitiiig o€ 
body and sod  in a form of transcendant glory, like the 
glorified Ciirist, never again io  be scpamtcit, or to be 
sick, or subject, to  pain, or mistake, or dcfornlity, or 
weakness of any kind, but fitted in cvcrytliing for il 
heavenly and divine mode oQ cxistence. The work of 
glorification is of dihine sovercignt y, tlic crowning and 
consummating of what J CSUY purchasccl by his clmtli. 
Bedeinption is related to thc glorified body in three di- 
rections. In the Grst placc it is the avciiging of the 
hclic\cz”s body o n  tlie i i rv i l  for :dl ’ilc 1 1 : ~  doue i n  
bringing siri inlo the 7vorId, a ~ i d  iuflictirig FQ iniich 
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suffering and death on our bodies. When we are raised 
to  a blazing and beautiful immortality> Satan will re- 
ceive his punishment for all the evil he has done t o  us. 
Hence the day of resurrection will be the day of di- 
vine revenges for all God's people. In the second 
place the redemption of our bodies has a relation to re- 
wards, for it is in our glorified bodies that we are to 
receive the ocean streanis of divine rewards for our 
faith and servicc while we lived in 5?, state of humilia- 
tion and subjection t o  death. It is in these bodies that 
we are now to servc Christ, and we are told we shall be 
rewarded according to  the deeds donc in the body, and 
wlicn me receive our glorified bodies it will be in those 
bodies that we receive our rewards. When the righteous 
die they entcr into rest, and tlicir works do €0110~ them, 
so their rcwards will be poured into the glorified body. 
This is the thought that runs through a large part of 
the 8th of Romans, cspecially from verses 18 to 28. In  
the third place the redemption of the body is directly 
related to the divine glory, because, being fashioned 
like the glorified body of Jesus, it will be one of the 
most beautiful and transcendent vehicles for the show: 
ing forth of the gloxy of God. 
I n  such a radiant form there will be concentrated 
all thc divino pcr€ections, and wherever such a body 
moves it will be a floating orb of light to illustrate the 
glory of God as Creator, Redeemer, Lav-giver, Father 
Rewarder and King. Such a glorified body will serve 
as a minicturo history of redemption, and will reveal 
thc charackr and purposes of God in all the vast do- 
mains of nature, g a c c  and glory. It will bc the crown 
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and summit of the results of the incarnation and 
death of Jesus. So we see redemption in its Pull sweep 
covers nature and tlie natural life unconditionally, and 
thus covers the regions oE grace on the condition or 
faith, and illen ineludcs the rcsurrcction and glorificn- 
tion of the body on tlic conditions of divine sovcreignty 
and the justice of his rewards. 
BdaKING UP JEWELS. 
Thus far in the history of the world, every age op 
dispensation has come to a close in a similar manner. In 
the end of each age there is a climax of wickedness on 
the part of mankind, and a decline or falling sway of a 
majority of those who profess to serve God, calling forth 
the judgments of Cod ; and on the other hand an intense 
religious heroism and devotion on the part of the few 
who have constituted the jewels of 'God gathered out 
from the wre-ckage of that dispensation. Such was the 
case when God took Abraham and Sarah from the Nim- 
rod age, and such was the case when God gathered the 
Hebrews from the wreckage of the wicked nations of 
Egypt and Cttnaan, and such was the case at the close of 
the Jewish age when He gathered the little company in 
the upper room at Pentecost, and such mill be the case 
at the end of this age. 
The prophecy of Malachi draws a picture which v e ~ y  
accurately fitted in with the close of the Jemish age, and 
will just as truly lit in with the close of the church age. 
After describing the terrible condition in the nation, hs 
gives us an account of a little band of holy ones that met 
frequently for prayer and religiozls conversation. T h e n  
they that feared the Lord spake often one to another, 
and the Lord hearkened and heard it; and 8, book of 
( 95) 
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remembragce mas written before Him, for them that 
feared the Lord, and that thought upon His name. And 
they shall be mine, saith the Lord of hosts, in that day 
when I make up my jemels, and I will spare them as a 
man spareth his own son that serveth him. ‘Then shall 
ye return, and discern bctmeen the righteous and the 
wicked, between him that serveth God and him that 
serveth Him not.” Mal. 3 : 16-18. 
These verses present all the features applicable t o  
God’s true saints a t  the winding up of every age; and 
they are to  have their perfect accomplishment a t  the 
approaching close of the present Church Age. Let us 
notice these words in detail. 
1. “They that feared the Lord.” The word “fear” 
is the Old ‘Testament term for the expression of godli- 
ness and holiness as the word “love” is the more special 
term used in the New Testament. The Old Testament 
standard was ‘talking in the fear of the Lord all the 
day long,” but the New Testament standard is “walk- 
ing in love as !God’s dear children.” ‘This kind of fear 
is not the slavish, tormenting fear, which is to be cast 
out by perfect love, but the basis of reverence and a 
dread of sin, out of which comes godliness. It is that 
fear which is “the beginning of wisdom.” Fear and love 
are the two hemispheres to holiness. Fear is the law 
side, and love is the grace side. Fear by itself would 
lead to sadness, and love by itself would lead to license. 
Fear is the mot, and love is the tree. Fear runs down 
into the dark, cool shadows of the earth, and takes 
firm hold on the rocks of truth, while love runs up in 
the sunlight, bearing bloom and fruit. Fear gives stam- 
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ina to the gentleness of  love. Fear is the buckram in 
the white robe of holiness. We redly fear those most 
whom we love most. 'Thus fear is the Old Testament 
form o f  love, and love is the Rew Testament form of 
fear. 
2. '(They spake often one to mother.'' Religious 
tonversation, personal testimony to  the inward opera- 
tions of Divine grace, is the badge of all true piety, and 
has marked every period of religious revival in the 
history of the world. 
With the death of the class meeting among the Meth- 
odists is the death of all their fruitfulness. Verbal teh 
timony to heart felt salvation is a double ncccssity, for 
in the iirst place out of the abundance of the heart the 
mmith will speak, and in t,he second place if the testi- 
mony is stopped, the grace will leak out of the heart. It 
is thrilling to rend the history of tho various revivals 
through thc d d i  ages, among the Waldenscs, the French 
huguenots, the German reformers, the Scotch covenant- 
ers, the early Quakers, and then the Methodists, and now 
in the modern holiness movement, and trace the same 
fe'eature among them all, of reaction from €ormalism, 
and of personal testimony to  the invard work of the 
Holy Spirit. Just  a8 fire will die mitliout ventilla- 
tion, so the heat and power of Divine love will die out 
of the lieart witliout testimony. Malachi distinctly inti- 
mates that this religious. nlasli of talking about salva- 
tion, and giving personal testimony to it will, in a spe- 
cial way, distinguish the holy ones who mill comprise 
Cod's jewels in that day when Christ comes. That will 
be a sail day for the great multitude of Qhurch ma- 
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bere who have no relish for conversing on holiness, and 
no testimony to the cleansing blood of the Lamb. 
3. “The Lord lieard it, and a book of remembrance 
was written before him.” Cod appreciates being praised 
and loved, and every testimony to salvation spreads tli2 
honor of Iiis Son, and magnifies, and ndvcrtiscs IIis 
grace. Hence in all gcncrations I ie  has had lIis  record- 
ing angels keep Rn accurate record of tlic religious con- 
versations and testimonies of His  people. This “book 
of remembrance” rcfcrred t o  here, is not tlie s:mc as the 
Book of Life. ‘The Bpostlo John slio~vu us tile difl’crencc 
between the Book of Iifc, wliicli simply registcrs the 
names of those who arc saved, nnd tells us tlicre were 
other books out of which the grcat aiid the sniall are t o  
be judged, according to their tvorlis (Rev. 20 :12). We 
must distinguish between the siniplc h c t  o f  being saved 
and t i e  receiving of rcvarils. Salvation is by t’aith, but 
rewards arc always according to works. Salvation is re- 
ceived in the prcscnt momeui;, but aceording to  Scrip- 
ture, no servant OS God is ever revmiled till the second 
coming of Christ. 1%~. %:I% 
Salvation is received secretly in tiic lie;trt, but the 
reward ndl  be open arid visible (Xntt. t; :C) . 
All the saints in lienvrn will bc c~j lud! ly  sn.ved from 
sin, bnt ilwc will bc ~ (~ l l -n ig l i  :in infinity of variety nnd 
degrees oC rc.ivarcls. Tn ortlcr to gct n Sc;ripturc ideo, of 
this book of renrembrsncc, out of w l k h  tiic sclint.9 will 
cach receive his npFroprintc xmnrd, l d  u s  notiw an inci- 
dent in the life of Queen Esther. 31-Tamiin hiid plottcd to 
kil1 the Jews, and thct winily old Modccni arid the oilier 
Jews had 4asted and prayod fur iielivcruncti. 
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The night before, King Ahasuerns could not sleep, 
and thinking that something had gone mroag in his gov- 
ernment, he called for the book of records in which the 
daily chronicles of the government were kept. On read- 
ing this book of remembrance, he found that the humble 
{Mordecai had never been rewarded for delivering the 
king‘s life from a plot of murderers, and at  once had the 
good inan exalted and rewarded for his fidelity. In A 
similar way the government of God is conducted accord- 
ing to  absolute justice to  every creature, both as to re- 
wards and punishments. 
There are certain things of a temporal nature which 
are rewarded or punished in this life, but those things 
which are spiritual have their rewards or punishments 
in the age t o  come. These rewards fo r  God’s people v d l  
extend down to the infinitesimal things, as our Savior 
tells us, even t o  our words, or a cup of cold water. And 
Malachi says that the book of remembrance is written 
€or those who feared the Lord, and thought upon His 
name. God’s name is His character, including all of His 
blessed perfections, and every time that one of His serv- 
ants dcliberately fastens his thought upon, God in loving 
meditation, or adoring fear, it is registered in the book 
of remenibranee. In the sight of God a thought is an 
set, and if His punishments extend down to evil 
thoughts, so Kis bright and beautiful rewards axe to  be 
bestowed upon every act of mental worship. 
Holy fear is in the heart, and worshipful thoughts 
are in the mind, and these are the two poles of that cur- 
rent of loving fire which marks tl, life of entire devotion 
to  Jcsus. If our thoughts upon God are recosized and 
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registered by Him as acts of loving worship, and it is SO 
easy to think of aim, and if we can think of Him under 
all circumstances, and in every position of life, why are 
we not pouring out around His blessed throne cease1ess 
shovers of brig& silvery thoughts to gladden His heart, 
and repay Him in some litile measure, for that eternal 
sea of thought which H e  is constantly pouring over u8 
even from everlasting. 
4. ciThey shall be mine in that day when I make up 
my jewels,” or as the margin reads, my ‘(special treas- 
ures,” The expression “they shall be mine” does not 
imply that they are not already the hrd’s, b u t  t h a t  
when Jesus returns they shall bei His by open acceptance 
of them, and they shall be blessedly and eternally appro- 
priated as ;Ecis speciaI property forever. We say the 
crown of a kingdom belongs to the heir apparent, but on 
the day of coronation the crown becoms his by an au- 
gust and public act of appropriation; and so t i e  saints 
are to be publicly appropriated as the Lord’s possession 
in the day of His return. The expression “that day’’ 
refers to the second coming of Christ, called “the day 
of the hrd,”  that is the dispensation of E i s  open mmi- 
feskd glory and kingdom on earth. The expression, 
“make up my jewels,” refers to  the gathering together 
the elect saints of all generations, and forming fnem 
into that glorious portable cit3 which St. John says ia  
the Bride of the Lamb. 
BveV one Tho is saved from hell as4 sin is a .t;reasure 
God, this word refers to a class whose entire de- 
votion made them “special treasures,” or ‘‘crom jewels,’” 
that are to Yne highest rask in the m*g kingdom. 
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The Scripturw abundantly teach that not all of the 
saved ones compose the Bride of the Lamb, but that in 
every generation there have been those mho were entirely 
yielded to  God, sanctified by His Spirit, who had the 
martyr metal i n  them, and these are Do compose the 
queenly company who sit by Christ’s side in the coming 
age, “dressed in the gold of Ophir,” who “are to be 
princes in all the earth;” and beside thio company there 
are others spoken of as “honorable wornen? and as “the 
daughter of Tyree,)’ and as ‘%he virgins her companions.” 
Psalm. 45 :9-16. 
5. “I will spare them as a man spareth his own son.” 
What can this mean? It does not refer to sparing them 
from hell, for all the saved ones are spared from that 
place. It does not mesa from death, for millions of holy 
ones have died. It must refer to  sparing them: from 
some calamity or form of judgment that not only sin- 
ners have but that unfaithful servants pass through. It 
would seem clear that it refers to sparing the most de- 
voted saints from the great tribulation judgments, simi- 
lar to taking in roe five wise virgins, and leaving on the 
outside the virgins who had no oil and went into the 
tribulation. But how can this be applied to all those 
who haw died? We know not the details, but it is pos- 
itively affirmed in Scripture, that among all the saved 
ones, whether dead or alive, a t  Christ’s coming some will 
haw advantages, honors and blessings, that ofners do 
not have. The apostle speaks of those who will be saved, 
and yet says, “they shall suffer loss.” 1 Cor. 3:12-15. 
Thus thc jcwel saints are spslrd from these! lossm, and if 
living, spared from the great tribulation, 
6. ‘(Then shall ye return.)’ This indicates clearly 
that the real saints of fne Lord are first gathered out 
from the earth, and taken away from that awful period 
of tribulation, which Jesus says is t o  exceed anything 
the world has ever known, and then afterward are to 
return back to the earth with their Master. 
There is no way possible to understand the reading 
of this Scripture, except in f i e  light of the prc-millen- 
nial coming of Jesus. 
7. “Ye shall discern between the rightcous and the 
micked.” m a t  is, after the! sainks, who have been spared 
from the tribulation: judgments, return with their Lord 
back t o  the earth, they having been glorified, will be 
endowed with all spiritual gifts, including judicial au- 
thority, to ‘nave power over the nations. The word dis- 
cern” implies perfect spiritual vision, t o  read the secreta 
of men’s souls as quickly and easily as you discern colors 
in a landscape. The New Testwnent words to “judge” 
and to “discern” are the same words in the Greek. Hence 
this passage from Malachi positively affirm that the 
crown jewel saints are to “returd’ back t o  this earth 
with spiritual gifts &d power to  discern md judge all 
the nations that survive the tribulation period, and thcsc 
high honors of “jndging the world,” as Paul says, will be 
a part of those magnificent rewards for having feared the 
name, and having frequently ‘‘spoken one to  another” 
about God, and for all their good de& which were re- 
corded in the book of remembrance. 
OEAPTEB Xk 
CHRIST CALLING HIS BRIDE. 
4*The voice of my beloved ; behold he cometh leaping 
upon the mountains ; skipping upon the hills.” “My be- 
loved spake and said unto me, Rise up, my love, my 
fair one, and come away.” The Song of Solomon will 
never be understood in its completeness until Jesii;~ 
comes, and gathers His elect saints t o  the marriage sup- 
per of the Iamb. In the second chapter of the Songs of 
Solomon, we have a prophetic vision of Cnrist’s second 
coming and gathering out His bridehood saints unto 
Himself. Let us notice in detail the various points in 
the vision. 
1. The voice of the Bridegroom. The poser and 
sweetness of this voice is referred to many times in 
Scripture. “Let me hear thy voice; for sweet is ‘thy 
voice, and thy countenance is beautiful.” “My sheep 
hear my voice, and I know them and they follow me.” 
John the Baptist said that he was the friend of the 
Bridegroom, and rejoiced when he heard the Bride- 
groom’s voice. The Apostle John heard the voice of 
Jesus in the Isle of Patmos, and said it was like the 
sound of many waters. 
Jesus, referring to the omnipotent penetration of 
His voice, says that ‘%he dcnd mhich are in their graves 
(103) 
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shall hear &s voice, and come forfhh.” Re are told that 
Adam heard that voice walking in the garden of Eden. 
Jesus is emphatically the voice of the Father; the 
eternal outspoken Word from the inner bosom of the 
Father. The. roice of Christ to the soul includes all 
methods by which He awakens, and mins, and woos, and 
communicates His mill, His hodedge ,  His fellowshi:, 
to  the obedient believer. He may speak t o  the soul by a 
thought, or a vision, or a spiritual sensation, o r  a spir- 
itual articulation of His word t o  the inner senses; but 
Thatever foran the voice may assume, it penetrates to 
the depth of the inner spirit, and is recognized as 
something above the earthly, and the human, and as n 
dirine communication Those pomer and authenticity is 
never questioned by the loving, trusting heart. 
In every generation, those servants of Cod who have 
been entirely yielded to Him, have distinctly recog- 
nized the Bride-groom’s voice in the depth of their 
Souls. And in eve7 generation, those who have been 
called into the bridehood of ‘Christ, have had sweet 
words of such divine relationship spoken in their heart, 
and have had grsat premonitions of Christ‘s return to 
this earth, and of unutkrable joys and honors which 
rill then be conferred upon those who in tnis life have 
entered into a real lixing union with God. 
2. Christ’s special manifestations to His bride. 
‘gehold B e  standeth behind our wall; He looketh 
forth a t  the windowg showing Himself through the ht- 
ticee.” 
If we goup  together several expressions in this 
Song of fhlomon, we get a picture like the following: 
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King David has a palace on a high hill overlooking the 
surrounding eountry. Beyond the city wall the king 
has a large vineyard, in which many men and maiderr; 
are working. Among the maidens working in the vine- 
yard, and getting sun-burnt, is the humble, beautiful 
daughter of an honorable Jewish family, whoss sisters 
taunt her for doing such humble labor, and gettting 
sun-burnt and neglecting her own selfish interests at 
home. But the prince, Solomon, is in love with her, and 
when, he walks on the veranda of his father’s palace, he 
signals to  her througll the window lattice, and, as the 
margin indicates, flourishes his hand in Iove tokens, 
which she perceives and sweetly responds to, while at  
work i n  his father’s vineyard. This explains all those 
expressions when the bride says, “they made me the 
keeper of the Tineyards, but mine own vineyard-my 
selfish interests-have I not kept.” “I am sun-burnt- 
for the word ‘Islaek” would be translated “sun-burnt” 
-but beautiful, 0 ye daughters of Jerusalem.” ‘‘Frown 
not upon me” (the word ‘look” signifies to frown, or t o  
look with a seovl). . She says to her proud sisters who 
scowl upon her, because shte works in  tne. vineyard and 
bemeans herself with such humble service I “frown not 
upon me because I am sunburnt> becaus? the sun hath 
frowned upon me; my mother’s chilbcr: were angry 
with me.” How true it always is that unsanctified church 
members, who cultivate their own selfish vineyards, look 
with angry scowls upon the humble sanctified ones, who 
go forth beyond the city walls, and sectarian fences, to 
bear the heat and bu.rden of the day, and endure the 
eun-scorching of persecution, ostrwism, and various 
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trials, which timid and selfish Christians me not will- 
ing t o  bear. 
But $ne King‘s son, the Divine Solomon, from his 
Father’s palace on high, looks out upon the humble sun- 
burnt saints at work in His Father’s vineyard, to whom 
Re  is secretly espoused, and through the lattice of the 
skies manifests Himself t o  them in such vivid tokens of 
love, as to  cause them a joy, notwithstanding their 
trials, far surpassing the comforts of other professed 
Christians, who are not utterly abandoned to  a love- 
service for the glory of their Lord. 
3. The translation‘ of the bride. “My beloved 
spake, and said unto me, Rise up my love, my fair one, 
a d  come away.” As the bride must first know the voice 
of her beloved, and then the private personal manifes- 
tation of his love, so in the next place there comes the 
time when he calls the bride to depart from her old 
home, and go with him t o  his om mansion. All these 
steps are carried out, both in Christ’s dealing with the 
individual soul espoused to Him, and also in that great 
body of elect saints f l a t  constitute the perfected bride 
of the Lamb. And so these words are to be fulfilled 
when Christ comes in the air, and with His omnipotent 
voice calls the bodies of Xis dead saints to rise up from 
their graves, and calls the living wise virgins who have 
the oil of the Holg Spirit in their hearts, to rise up 
from the earth, and go away with the Bridegroom into 
that mansion of pure gold which He has built for  them. 
When Jesus returned t o  Bethany, after His absence 
across fne Jordan, Hc called for both the living and 
the dead ; for Nartha said to Mary, “Arise, for the Uas- 
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ter is com~,  iind cnlletli for tliee”; and then in a f e v  mo- 
ments, Kc callcd unto Lazarus to arise and come forth 
from the gravc. 
This inciclciit is prophelie of the time when Be re- 
turns frain IIis long absence, 2nd will again speak to 
the living saints like Mary, and the dead saints like 
Lazarus, tile words of our tcxt, “Rise up my love, my 
fair one, and come aw,zy.” 
4. The Summer Age. “For lo, the winter is past, 
thc rain is over and gonr, and the flowers appear on the 
earth.” ‘Rm long domination of  iSatan and sin, the protract- 
cd gcnerations of corrupt 1ium:zn governments, with 
war, arid whiskcp, and oplircssion, and witn all their at- 
tendant sorrows, constitutes the long winter of human 
history ; but wlim Christ returns to  reign on earth with 
His glorified snints, this long winter of wickedness will 
conic to its close, ani1 the reign of righteousness will 
bring the glorious siimnicbr to  the nations of the earth. 
This Scriputnrc, lilic hundrcds of athcrs, is to have a 
double fulfillment; iirst in tlic individual believer, and 
theni in the world at large. Thus, when the believer is 
purified through the blood of Jesus, and the Comforter 
mines to abide, tho  spiritual winter, vith the cold, wet 
mins of anguish an3 morn1 rniscyy terminates; and the 
summer of piire l o w  sprcacis itself abroad in the heart 
and life. Bit this is only a preliminary fuliillment ,of 
those prccioix words, for the great world is like a 
individual, aniJ Satan is to tho world what the car- 
nal mind is ix~ the soul, and wh’cn Batan. is dethroned 
from the world, and chained in the abyss, and Jesus 
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sets‘up His theocratic kingdom on earth, the summer of 
millennial glory .Foil1 6ll the world as the waters fill the 
sea. Christ often compares His second coming to the 
coming of summer. Luke 21 :2Y-31. 
5- The singing age. “The time for the singing of 
birds is conze.”’ The word “birds” is in italics, which in- 
dicates that it is not in the original Hebrev Scripture, 
and the passage T o d d  be much better rendered ‘%he 
singing age has come.” I n  this age, as well a6 all past 
ages, there is pre-eminently the fact of weeping and 
sorrow, and even the best saints of God find the words 
of Christ true that in the present world (or age) they 
should have tribulation. Human history in  the present 
age is marked with sickness, pain and death’. 
Not only the Piicked, but the wisest and holiest of 
men, must endure poverty, disappointment, temptation, 
sore trials, loneliness, persecution, and at  the very best 
condition of things in the present age, there is much 
inevitable suf?ering and weeping. But there is a better 
age coming, and God’s enemies on earth are to become 
a footstool for  the peaceful steps of the King of eternal 
love, and there is to come an age of singing and world- 
wide gladness, in vhich universal joy and music will 
reign pre-eminent. The Scriptures abound with prophe- 
cies of that day. ,f‘For j e  shall go out with joy, and 
be led forth with peace; the mountains and the hills 
shall break forth before you into singing, and all the 
trees of the field shall clap their hands.” It is well to 
note that these vords are spoken in connection with the 
promise that Christ as David shall be a leader of the na: 
tions on the earth. See Isa. 55 :3-1% 
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‘fie Apostle Paul refers to this singing age in the 
eighth o€ Romans, when he contrasts the “groaning of 
creation” in the present age, to that blesseJ period when 
this groaning creation “shall be delivered from its pres- 
ent bondage, into the glorious liberty of the children of: 
God.” A great many of the Psalms prophesy an age of 
universal singing. “Make a joyful noise unto the Lord 
dl the earth; sing unto the Lord with the harp, with 
trumpets and cornets; let the hills be joyful together 
before the Lord, for €Ie cometin to  judge the earth; 
with righteousness shall He judge the world.” Psalm 
98. Plcnsc notice that this world-wide singing is dis- 
tinctly nicntioned as a consequence of the coming of the 
Lord to  judge and govern the world. The bridehood 
saints that are translated or resurrected, after being re- 
ceived by thc Bridegroom in the air, are to come back 
with Him, and through their dominion, under Christ, 
over thc nations on earth, the whole world will be filled 
wifl  anthems o€ praise, which is referred to about fifty 
times in the proplmies on that subject. 
6. The world-widc fullness of the Holy Spirit. This 
is referred to by the expression “the voice of the turtle 
is heard in your land.” ‘The word “turtle” in this verse 
refers to Uie dovc, and the dove is a synonym of the 
Eoly Spirit. EIcncc, in the coining age, when the heav- 
enly Bridegroom and €Iis bridehood saints shall reign 
on the earth, the voice of the Holy Spirit will be heard 
cvcryvhcrc in thc land; and instead of a few feeble re- 
vivals, such as we have in the present age, where only a 
fcw scores, or at least n few hundreds, are regenerated 
against fearful odds of difficulty, then the Holy Spirit 
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bill -inunda€e tlie Grlla, and millions to  be saved in' 
those great millennid revivals, mhen a nation shall bs 
born in a day. T'ne words of Joel about the Spirit being 
poured out upon all flesh will then be fulaleil more 
perfectly than ever in the past. 
Every successive age has been cliaracterized by a 
great increase of the operations of the I-loly Spirit. In  
the age before the flood, TIC strore witii men, vith very 
few results of saving power. In ilie Jewish age the 
Spirit mas manifest in more than ten-fold dcgree over 
the antediluvian age; and in thc Cliristian age the 
Holy Spirit has been given in n thoiisancl-Cold greater 
measure than in  tlie Jewish ngc; and on klic same ra- 
tio, in the coming millennia1 agc, the Spirit will he 
poured out on the nations in all tlie earth n million-fold 
more than in the present age, so t'nnt it will bc cinp1i;it- 
ically true, the dove-like voice of the Holy Spirit will be 
heard in all the earth. 
c 
DIVINE RECOLLECTION. 
la all tlne history of spiritual literature, one subject 
of the greatest importance is that of Divine recollection. . 
As many who read this may not have had facilities for 
extensive religious reading, it may be well to give a sort 
of definition of what Divine recollection is. To be recol- 
lected refers to a state where the mind is calm, and all 
tine faculties are collected with such attentiveness to our 
surroundings, or relation with God, our adjustment t o  
providence, and the work we have in hand, as to be con- 
sciously awake and observant in all these directions. It 
is called Divine recollection, because the mental faculties 
are colkcted in God, in a state of mental prayer. The 
following points may help us to a clearer view of the 
subject : 
First. Divine recollection is to  pay a double atten- 
tion to Bod and ourselves. It is to  keep the mind stayed 
on the Lord, His universal presence and providence, and 
at the same time to  keep an eye upon our position before 
{God, to  watch the dispositions or thoughts that spring 
up witlnin us, and to  carefully remember the duties we 
have in hand, and t o  constantly associate ourselves and 
our work with God. It is similar to  the attention which 
a locomotive engineer gives t o  his engine and to the 
track, keeping hia hand on the throttle, and his eye upon 
(111) 
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the iron rails ahead. It is a task which requires firm 
nerres, and close mental application, for the mind must 
keep up 8 double action through the hand in one direc- 
xion, and through the eg’e in another. This same double 
%&on of attractiveness is also exhibited in the helmsman 
on a ship, who must have his thougiits constantly collect- 
ed upon the compass, the wheel, and the open sea that 
stretches a ~ a y  before him. To think of God, without 
constant reference to our conduct and character, mould 
produce o d j  cold, speculative philosophy about him; 
en the other hand, to think only of ourselves, without 
constantly yielcling ourselves up to the will of God, 
would produce self-righteous Phariseeism But this 
double action of calm, deliberate recollection of God 
and ourselves, constantly enthrones Him in our lives, 
and constantly blends all our movements with His 
grace and proyidence. 
Second. There is a necessity of all Christians who 
advance in holiness, of forming this habit of Divine 
recollection, or no headway can be made in the things 
Gf God. Then the soul is first converted, or first sancti- 
fled, there is a freshet of celestial rain, which accom- 
plishes Fonders for the soul, and seems to carry us by 
B hearenly momentum a good ways on our journey, with- 
Gut any special effort on our part; and multitudes of 
Christians expect the great shovers that inundate the 
soul at such times, to nearly relieve them of any delib- 
erate effort to use their mental powers in acquiring the 
hodedge  of God. 
In a very -vet season farmers cannot plow, and the 
rain seems to monopolize the work, but when the water 
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has run off the ground, unless they diligently get to  
work with their plows, the ground will bake hard and 
strangle the crop. There is something just like this in 
the spiritual life. When the freshets of grace are pour- 
ing down on the soul, they seem to supercede any oeces- 
sity for spiritual reading, or plodding perseverance, or 
habits of deliberate recollection, or patient interior Iuen- 
tal prajer. But vhjen these sweet floods have run tiieir 
legitinlate course, unless the soul applies itself to a life 
of diligence in ploming the soil, and training the vines, 
and bringing the mental powers under the discipline 
Divine recollection, thc soil of the heart will soon pack 
Bard, tlw mind run t o  .weeds, and the tongue run away 
mith locpwity, and tlx very floods of grace will yield no 
fruit. Divine recollection is like keeping the mind in a 
heavenly climate, where all the graces can grov and 
ripen to perfection. Constant recollections in God, is 
that even tcmperatme of the soul, in which it can ren- 
der the best service, per€orm the greatest works of right- 
eousness, and at the same time put into these works the 
most solid devotion to God. Sahation starts in the 
emotiom, but if it does not take hold on the mental 
povws, and Pastcn itself into persistent efforts of spirit- 
ual thinking, 2nd reading, and praying, it will inevitably 
pass away like the evaporation of morning dem. Here is 
wherc thousands vho were once diouting happy in the 
Lord have Eailcd, arid are now twice dead, because they 
never, from the depths of their native, determined to 
make Christ-likeness the business of their lives. They 
would be saints, providing they could float down the riv- 
er all the time on a raft in  a revival freshet. Only a few 
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Curistian people put their brains in the service of God. 
They may believe in loving God with all their hearts, 
but not with all their minds, and all their will power. 
Third. The blessed habit of Divine recollection 
must be acquired by degrees, and is not to be misunder- 
stood Tith the instantaneous cleansing. Still, some per- 
sons acquire it a great deal more rapidly than othera, 
and great trouble, or mortification of spirit, wonderfully 
facilitates a soul in acquiring deep recollectedness of 
God; for -&ateyer most thoroughly tears us away from 
the norld, or knocks the earthly props away from under 
us, or detaches us from all creatures, and drives us most 
profoundly into the bosom of God, mill serve to spir- 
itualize the mind, and assist in forming habits of con- 
stant mental prayer. There is no easy, royal road to the 
practice of Dirine recollection; it must be acquired 
with effort, yet not with any over straining or vehemence 
of spirit, for any effort of the soul that chafes or diu- 
eourages, or produces turbulence, is not of grace. One 
of the steps in the acquisition of Divine recollection is 
that of silence, or checking ourselves when we are about 
to  speak, and mentally asking ourselves, is there a real 
need for us to  speak, and what good mill it do, and is 
our speaking a mere impulse of self. Millions of words 
would never be uttered, if professing Christians, if even 
the professors of holiness, trould practice this mortifica- 
tion of silence. The crucifLkion of the tongue to so 
iiiuch t a l !  comes after the crucifixion of inbred sin in 
the heart, and is accomplished by very few. Another 
step to holy recollection is to  check all eagerness for the 
hearing of news, and wanting to know everything about 
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the foolish vorld around. Sinters ard jp:,y < . - , , ; - + : - - q  .A *>..**- 
pride themsoives on liceping u p  xrit;l 1-e ::Ep;, 
simply means, without til,+ :coo~ing i:, t::"; k p p  
ing in with Satan's procession. 
Sewspapers keep mnlrituJea from a life C? p;s3-: 
and the interior knoidedge Gf theEseiyea, nzc: CCES?:;~- 
ion with God. The new x e  OC& t o  k o o ~  can rer; 
quickly be learned. 
Another step 10 reeoilection, is to ayoid any &rt 
to make a shon- of our rdigim, 10  sa?^- ~ i m p : i c i ~ ~ ,  
never to make an ostentation o i  holiness. brrt ;,3 ii.;e 2s 
holy as possible vithout ever riauting t o  s lo~i '  ix o f .  
Kothing rould be a greater crucifixion t o  mae Chris- 
tians than to refrain themselves from ever making a cis- 
play of their religion. 
Hence, in the practice of silence, or rhe epea'bg of 
fern Fords when in companx, rne shodd never do it in 
such a way as to reader ourselres singular, ill-mannered, 
but with modesty a rd  sweetness of spirit. 
Another method of recollection, is not to o-rer-burden 
ourselves Prith Fork or mansifold cares. Satnre likes to 
bustle, and rush, and do many things, but grace is just 
the opposite. 
Fourth. It is in a state of D i ~ n e  recollection that 
we can catch the inspirations of the Ho!? Ghost, and de- 
tect the guiding hand of our hearenly Father's pro-i6- 
dence. It is the only condition of clear spiritual Sision, 
where the soul can detect the approaches of temptation, 
and the devices of Satan, which always hace a look of 
reason, or beauty, or winsome sUCC?SSfUh?SS: Gr phi!=- 
thropic air about them. Tnc Der2 paints all his plana 
-. 
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with something plausible, and it rc quires a spiritual eye 
tliat is clear, and steady, imd s ~ ~ T V ,  to look through the 
point, and discover the fraud. And finally ii is only in 
a state of Divine recollection that we keep in a frame of 
mental prayer. When the soul has a holy recollected- 
ness, it can at any time engagc in prayer, witti soiiie 
depth and fervor of heart. 
Por lac6 of recollection, ~vhcn inany Christians go to 
payer,  it takes all their time to  gct disengagcrl froin the 
rush and noise of life, and to  empty out the perplesities 
from their hearts, and the in~tigc~s froiii iheir miiida, and 
when the season of prayur is cndcd, they linvc scarcely 
reached tine starting place of rcal payer hi their heaven- 
ly Father. It is holy recollection in thc soul tha t  gives 
solidity and weight to Christian liI‘L1, it shuts ofl wild- 
ness, foolishness, levity, talkai,iwiess, it liccps the mcn- 
ta l  faculties elevated, well ba lmmi ,  and in an attitude 
to meet tJesus. This habit of Divine rceollection is pre- 
cisely what the apostlc means, “by Birding up the loins 
of our mind, and being der, mil hoping io the end, for 
the grace we shall receive at the revelation of Jesu 
Christ.” 
CHAPTER XIII. 
THE JOYS OF EEAVEN. 
When some poor family in the old vorld contem- 
plates emigrating t o  that new and ironderful country 
in the Test for the betterment of all their circumstances 
with what thrilling interest they gather all the informa- 
tion they can about the new morld. They eagerly de- 
vour books and maps describing the country, its moun- 
tains and prairies, its rivers and mines, its cliniate and 
productiveness, and methods of trave!, as t o  how to get 
there, and what the cost mill bc. All these characteris- 
tics will mark the conduct of those souls that are trnc 
emmigrants from earth to heaven. From the days of 
Abraham till now, the life of a true servant of God has 
been that of a pilgrim. The learned and saintly Dean 
Alforcl had inscribed upon his tomb, “The lodge of a 
pilgrim on his way to the New Jerusalem.)’ Both a 
prophet and an apostle unite in telling us that the joys 
of the heavenly kingdom are greater than the heart of 
man can comprehend. Ever since Abraham got a vision 
of the city which hath foundations, and was so charmed 
with the prospect of the sweet immortal joys in that 
city, that he never would build himself a house, but 
lived in tents, tile saints of a 1  generations have loolred 
forward t o  the supreme happiness of that heavenly 
country; and hoped, and sung and meditated, and 
(117) 
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sweetly longed to  reach its ever-blcssed enjopents.  
There are three vast empires in the universal creation, 
recognized in Scripture as Nature, Grace and Glory. 
We first live in a state of nature, and lcarn inucli of ih 
character, its laws, its beauties, its pkeasurcs, and also of 
its fallen condition, its vanity m d  transitoriness. When 
we become real Christians vvc entcr, Ly the new hirill, 
into the realm of grace. Tlie sjstem of  p a c e  is it clis- 
tinct economy in the creation of God for the saving of a 
fallen Ivorld, involving a plan of rcdcniption by i,be in- 
carnation and sacrificial deaih of the sccond l’crson in 
the IGodhead, and a life of faith, uiitiI our probation 
ends. This rcalm of grace has it:, j o j s ,  iLXlc1 victorics, 
though mingled in manifold ways witli the ministry of 
sorrow, and of sore temptations and trials. Bcyond tho 
realm of grace conies the rcalrn of glory, with its un- 
measured vastness of liberty and honor, of happiness 
and unfading immortality. It is upon this rcdm of 
heavenly glory tha t  we want to fix our eyes for a few 
moments, that by looking at the fnturc glory we may 
strengthen the prcsent conditions of grncc. 
Perhaps we ought firat of a11 to form sonw sc~ipturnl 
idea of That is meant by the word ”Iieaven~’ This tnml 
as used in the Bible, is a large, generic term, including 
all the sinless creation of God outsiclc of diis world, and 
outside of the hell, whi& we arc told was spcciully pre- 
pared for the devil md his angels. “Die Hebrew word 
for heaven is in %he plural, and liiernlly mctms ‘‘things 
heaved up”; that is, all things clcvatcd above this world. 
The Greek mord for heaven is frequently in tho plural 
number, and includes all things above earth. The 
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word signifies things in the air and in the sky. In scores 
of places the term heaven includes our atmosphere, and 
cloud regions? which is the first heaven. It next in- 
cludcs the sky, with its sun, moon and stars, whiclz iw 
the second heaven. Beyond tha t  is the third heaven, 
to which Paul was caught up, including the unkaovvr1 
localities of I’tzraclise, the abode of departed saints, and 
the throne of God, the divine court, where countless an- 
gels minister 3rd worshjl). Now, when we; speak of the 
joys of beavcn tliat me in reserve €or the righteous, r e  
must widen our thought, according to the extent of 
Scripture teaching, t o  cid.mcc all th%t belongs to tile 
glorificd and iiiiniortal s tdc. We niust also remembcr 
that whcn this world has passed through its hisiory cjC 
redemption, ant1 when its various dispensations of grace 
have been mcrgcd into tho age of gIory, it will be in 
the boundaries of hcsvcn, and a part of that blessed 
realm ; hencc, we now use the word heaven more espe- 
cially to apply to  the glorified state of the saints, includ- 
ing the rcsurrcction of the body, the marriage supper of 
tlie Lamb, the princely authority over tlie nations with 
Jesus in €Iis millennia1 rcign, and the beatific vision of 
ficeing tine facc of God, and the glorious ministries and 
immortal lioiiors that arc to  come af ter  the institution 01 
thc nem lienvcns ant1 the ncw earth, and the domedi- 
eating of the glorificd saints in their mansions in the 
city of purc gold, the Kcv Jerusalem. 
1. The Gloiified Body. A11 our best thoughts 
in connection with the joys of possessing a glorified body 
must bc formcd out of faint analogies and consist mostly 
of  negntivcs, as i t  will be in so many things the Mry 
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opposite of what the body is in the present state. The 
bodies of the resurrected saints mill be of, the same sub- 
stance they are now; in fact the same bodies, according 
t o  Scripture; but the particles composing the body mill 
Le transmuted from fleshly conditions into a spiritual- 
ized condition, from the mortal to  the immortal; from 
being subject t o  physical law? they will be under spir- 
itual law, having passed from the realm of nature into 
the realm o€ glory. The Apostle says of the resurrected 
body of the saint, ‘‘that it is sown in corruption, it is 
raised in incorruption; it is sown in dishonor, it is 
raised in glory; it is sown in weakness, it is raised in  
powcr ; ii is s o ~ m  a natural body, it is raised a spiritual 
body.)’ 1 Cor. 15:42-34. These four attributes of the 
glorified body cover the entire range of all B e  possibil- 
ties that x-e can imagine as belonging to a.u orgmism for 
its everlasting blessedness. The first attribute is that  of 
immortality, periTeet exemption from siclincss, death, 
pain, old age, deformity, and every taint of decay. The 
second attribute is that of glory, which implies its 
brjghtness, as oC light, also its bcauty and radiance nnd 
sweet attrnctiveness, possessing every charm oE form mid 
motion, and every capacity for the most brjllisrzt es- 
prcssion of thought and feeling. The third atiribute is 
that of powcr, angelic energy, vhich includes super- 
natural strength ovcr a11 the forces of naturc, sucli 38 
tvinci, water, iirc, gravitation, storm, lightning, ,md 
every lmoaii force in the realm of matter. It duo in- 
cludes swiftness of motion, powcr to fly through space 
mith the ease and velocity of light; as Jcsus, after He 
rose from the dead, could instantly take Eis body 
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through stone walls without opening a door, or transfer 
it from the earth t o  fne third heavens and back again in  
a few moments, and make it visible to men, and then 
vanish out of their sigh$ at  will. This word “power” 
also includes the vast and transcendent exercise of the 
five senses, of the voice, of the expression, of the feat- 
ures, so that the power of thc glorified body of a saint 
will surpass any known power in all the realms of nature 
-power surpassing ligintning, thunder, cyclones, earth- 
quakes, rolling oceans, blazing suns, or shooting stars, 
or all the combined energies of the armies of earth, or 
of the combined strength of all wicked men and evil 
angels. When the armies of Assyria besieged Hezekiah, 
God sent an angel one night, who, srith the brush of his 
wing, swept the breafn out of one hundred and eighty 
five thousand soldiers, and Jesus tclls us that the power 
of a glorified saint s h d l  be equal to that of the angels. 
The fourth attribute is that of being %piritual,” which 
includes its spotless purity, its being subtle like a flame, 
or a, body of solidified light, with spiritual senses, ecsta- 
cies and joys entirely undeT the sway of spiritual laws, 
and of s u c h  marvclous capacity as to be flooded with 
divine bliss without being shattered by the torrents of 
heavenly gladness. Think of all the joys that the five 
senses can take in while wc are in a state of nature; how 
the eye can sweep landscapes of surpassing beauty, and 
ocean and mountain scenery of inspiring grandeur, and 
how the ear can be thrilled vith inspiring or subduing 
strains of mnsic, or the melody of magnificeut poetry, 
and how the senses can drink in sweet odors and deli- 
cious tastes, and the manifold pleasures of feeling vhich 
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cover the body at  every porc, and yet, all we know of 
these material pleasures form but a hint of those exult- 
ant joys of the glorified senses in an immortal body. 
Perhaps there will be senses belonging to  our glorified 
bodies which we do not now possess, and of which wc 
have no conception. Our glorified senses will possess a 
range of action, md a quickness and delicacy of power, 
which we cannot now imagine. The eye in our glorified 
bodies will be both telescopic and microscopic, so that 
we can see all objects millions and billions of miles away 
vithout having to use a telescope, and then we can see 
the infinitesimal atoms of all things at  a glance, without 
having to use a microscope as wc do now. What must 
the joys of vision be, which can sweep out in one tran- 
quil gaze over the multiplied splendor of ini l l ior~ of 
worlds, and at  the sanic time delight itsclf in l’iercing 
tiirongh the perfections of God that lie hid iz~vvny in 
every dew drop and every grain of smtl ! LI p ~ ~ n k  our 
ears are capable of receiving only n siiinll r:~ngc: of 
sounds, and if a sound rises too high, FVC fnil to licnr it; 
or if it sinks below a certain pitch, wc fail .to licm it. 
There are thousands of souncls constilntly vibr:xting 
through the earth and ail; which are eitltcr too loud 
or too low for tlic capacity o f  our cars. Now tliirilr of 
the joys of sound in fne boundless sweep of cclcstid 
music, which a glorified em c:in receive. It voulit seem 
that the joys of the glorified bodies of the saints would 
alone co~istitute a .cvI.iolc 1 1 ~ 3 ~ ~ 1 1  of bliss. 
2. Tho Glorified 2LTind. The hcmcnly joys of a 
glorified intcllcct will transcend cvcn those of the glori- 
fied pliysical BCDSCS. In contrast with the intcllwtual 
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pleasures that we now have, our understandings mill  
drink in unlimited seas of heavenly truth and beauty, 
perfectly free from all error or heresy, from all mistake, 
blunder or confusion of any kind whatever. On account 
of the imperfections in all earthly knovledge, we have 
io be re-learning, changing our views, correcting our 
measurements, and the joys of Irnotvledge are crippled 
by uncertainty. But when our intellects see dl things 
in  their true light, and their beautiful harmony, and 
their correct; relations with cloudless certainty, and witin 
an unbroken tranquility of vision behold the secrets of 
creation, of scicncc, and philosophy, perfectly free from 
all mist, and then have the mental capacity for embrac- 
ing in one vast system all the works of God in their vari- 
ous deyartmcnts, and of seeing how the whole hangs sus- 
pended, likc a beautiful dream, in the will of Cod, it 
mill be an ovcrflowing bliss to our understandings, be- 
yond anything tve now know of fne thrill of poetry, or 
the gladness of some new discovery. Then think of the 
expansion of our mental fkculties in the glorified state, 
mith the disclosnrc, it may be, of many new faculties for 
which wo hnvc no use in our earthly state, and these 
mental faculties so adapted to angels, a d  saints, and all 
crcatcd flings, as to instantaneously read tliern, inter- 
pret them, understand them, and then to possess all 
this knowledge with R calm and perfect self-conscious- 
ness, williout ever being burdened, or distracted, or over- 
excited by such worlds of intellectual truth and p a n -  
deur! '* 'To bave minds forevm delivered from all preju- 
dice, from all tlieological o r  geographical bias, from all 
sluggifihness and monotony, and so invigorated as to  for- 
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world fo understand the powerful operation of pure, un- 
selfish, heavenly love. Notwithstanding the havoc sin 
has made with the human heart, human love is still the 
strongest of all the forces in the human race, and out 
of this human love comes the larger portion of d l  earth- 
ly happiness, though it is often in a thousand ways in- 
termingled mith sorrow, get even sorrow in most in- 
stances is a form of pathetic love-love under bruises, 
or love in tears. The joys of heavenly love will be im- 
measurably beyond the joys of our mere natural affec- 
tions in this present life. 
I n  order to  form a proper conception of what our 
love mill be in the heavenly state, we niust put together 
a few Bible facts. There are two distinct kinds of love 
mentioned in the Greek Testament-one is pliilos, which 
includes all the natural affections that men have by crea- 
tion; and the other is agape, which includes the pure 
lovc in the divine nature, and such love as fills heaven 
and the angels. Now we know there are great joys in 
natural love, even bci'ore people are regenerated and 
brought into saving grace. When souls are saved and 
living in Christ, they not only have their natural affec- 
tion, but they have that natural love brought up from 
nature into grace, and in addition to  this, they have the 
love ot! God, which is entirely above nature, shed abroad 
in tliem by the €hly Spirit. 't Nov, in the heavenly state, 
our natural love will not be annihilated, because it be- 
longs to us as a part of o m  creation, the same as our flve 
senses, or our intellccts, but this natural affection will be 
glorified and flooded to the uttermost with the hot ocean 
of Divine love and the twb kinds of love will be forever 
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blendes in an ineffable union, as that soul and body are 
united, even as !Christ’s divinity and humanity are 
united. The joys of heavenly love will consist in the 
following things: It will be a love that is perfectly 
spotless, utterly free from selfishness, or self-seeking, or 
dasger from the flesh, or froin any taint of ill-feeling, or 
stain of earthliness. It will be a love forever fixed in 
holiness, mithout variation, or ebb-tide, or coldness, but 
an unchanging sweetness of character like the blue color 
in the sky, or the saltness in the sea, an everlasting 
warmth of heart like the nature of God. It will be a 
universal love, overflowing all creation-God, angcls and 
saints-and running dovn in  constcult waves of sweetest 
benevolence to dl the l o w x  orders of cretdion. I t  will 
be a most conscious and intelligent lovc,and not a latent, 
quiescent principle in the heart, but n wicle-awake, all- 
glowing, allmelting, all-cmt)mcing, conscious lovc, most 
keenly felt, like a seraphic fumaco in cvery glorified 
bosom. It will be an all-controlling lore, possessing the 
intellect and the body and filling all the mental facultics, 
and all the glorified senws, in such u rapturons and all- 
embracing power, that every part. of soul and body vi11 
do its bidding. Here is a passage from ihc ~nintly Fa- 
beT, on the bliss of heavenly lave: ‘‘Oh, t o  turn our 
whole souls upon God, and souls tlms cspanderl and this 
glorified, to have our nffeetions inultiplicd mnd niagni- 
fied a thousandfold, and thcn girdod lip aiu? strength- 
ened by immortality tn lmir the bennty of Clod, t o  be 
unveiled before us and whrn strcngthoned, .to be rapt 
by it into a sublime nmazcnicnt which hns no similitude 
on earth, to be carried away by tlie inebriating torrents 
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of love, and yet be h in the most steadfast adoration; 
to  have passionate desire, yet wifhout tumult or disturb- 
ance; to have the most bewildering intensity along n7ith 
an unearthly cdmness; to lose ourselves in God, and 
then find ourselves the more our own than ever; to 
love rapturously, and to be loved again still more rap- 
turously; and then fo r  our love to grow more rapturous 
still, and again fne return of our love to be still out- 
stripping what we gave, and still the great transparent 
waters of God’s love to flow over us and overxhelm UY, 
until the vehemence of our peace and adoration and jog 
reach beyond our most venturesome imagination; w’nat 
is all this, but for  our souls t o  live a life of the most 
intelligent ecstacy of love, and get not, to  be shivered by 
the fiery heat.” 
4. Glorified Society. Paul speaks of the riches that 
Cod has “in His inheritmce in the saints.” A human 
soul wdeemed and sanctified by the precious blood of 
,God’s own dear Son, and filled with the graces of tine 
Holy Spirit, is a treasure far more precious t o  our heav- 
enly Father, than all the splendor and material Tvealth 
in millions of worlds. On account of our multiplied in- 
firmities in our earthly state, F e  fail to see or appre- 
ciate or enjoy the fulness of the fellowship of those who 
compose the mystical body of Christ. One of the sor- 
rows fhat coines to  a humble and tender heart in this 
life is the clash of religious sods, the misunderstand- 
ings and the strife between those who really love Jesus, 
and the scarcity of broad-hearted and intelligent cliarity 
and fellowship. “We shall know each other better when 
the mists have cleared away.” One of the great 
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that avait us in the heavenly kingdom is that of the 
most entrancing love and mutual appreciation, with the 
glorified society of angels and saints. The reciprocd 
joys in the society of heaven can be faintly imagined 
from the following considerations: We shall have 8. 
perfect and instantaneous recognition of every individu- 
al saint, and probably every angel, of all the countless 
millions in fhe kingdom of heaven. Scripture tells us 
that “we shall know even as also we are known,” and 
again, “that w e  shall see eye to eye when the Lord 
brings again Zion.” The apostles a t  the transfibmation 
recognized iJIoses and Elijah, wlioni they had never seen. 
In our present state, most of our liiiomledge is acquired 
by the slow process of learning, but in the glorified state 
knowledge will come through thc org,zn of intuition and 
by quick flashes of supernatural revelation. €Ience the 
very moment we meet the blessed ones in heaven, we will 
know by spiritual instinct just who they are, their nainc, 
their personality, the great traits that make up their 
special character, and also know their rank in tho ‘neav- 
enly kingdom. What a joy will such recognition con- 
tain I 
Another form of this joy will be in the mutual, 
whole-hearted appreciation of each other’s character ana 
history, and of the variety of graces and gifts. In the 
Bible, God compares the righieous to various kinds of 
trees of the Lord’s planting, such as the cedar, the box, 
the myrtle, the oak, the vine, the palin tree, the olive, 
and the orange, each of mhich has a special growth and 
beauty, a special perfume, ornament and dility. The 
saints are also compared to various precioua stones? ns 
the diamond, the emerald, the ruby, the amethyst, and 
others ihnt malic up the t-cvelve distinct kinds of gems- 
“the living stones” tliitt go into the structure of the New 
Jerusalem. No imagination wc now have can calculate 
tho delicate and mul.tiglici1 joys we shdl have in heaven, 
flowing out from the apprccicztion of all the varieties 
of tlie saints of all ages. Those whose gilts and traits of 
charnctcr, of calling and life work, were so unlike and 
secmingly so opposite while on earth, will in heaven be 
pW”ctlg understood, appreciated and mutually loved 
and hnorcd aith a innst intelligent and generous appre- 
cinlion. To mingle in t h e  radiant throngs will be like 
wnlking through a divine Rowr gnrden, d ie re  there j, 
an i n h i t e  varicty of fforers, each dorncd with sepa- 
rate beauty and clecBed in shade of singular color, and 
emitting a peculiar perfume belonging only to  itself, 
and each one essential to the perfection of the entire 
gardca. 
Many OB the things for which God-loving souls are 
i i m ~  hated, osiracised, criticised, and misunderstood, will 
then blossom forth in such light and grace and fra- 
grance, as t o  IIXIICC them inore appreciated and more ten- 
t l r ~ l y  lovcd. 111 many wags, the bruises of earth will 
111ali~ tlic p r fumcs  of heaven. e Again, our joy in glori- 
l i d  society will bc iiitmqi fied by ZL personal love €or each 
nntl evory niic in ilic lii~igilom oC heaven. Our affections 
will  l in t  bc blind nnd inrliscrillzini~tc, b~zt  so strengthened 
and cqxindccl in divine love, that, like God, there u-ill 
I)c in us :L pnrticulnr form oC love For cvcry separate an- 
pcl aut1 saint. In xldiiion to all this, there d l  be spe- 
cial cirvlcs n f Jicavcnly fricnclship, in which the count- 
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fib$, Alfred C O O ~ ~ U ,  in one of his letters, gives an 
account O€ Tisiting the Christian home of a p u g  mar. 
ried couple and tells us that as he saw their happiness 
with each other in their new home, he Belt a most ex- 
quisite deliglit spring up in his heart, t o  see their joys, 
and that he felt as if the pure gladness of their young 
henrts in a transcendent way had become his own hap- 
piness. This will constitute one of the joys of heaven, 
that we will feel an unutterable galdness in seeing others 
rcwardcd, and in the beauty of their cromns, and the 
honor of their various ranks, and in the richness of their 
muliipliccl gifts, and thus our joy in the blessedness of 
otliers will bc multiplied as many times as there are 
happy spirits in the couniless hosts of our Father‘s 
1,ingclom. 
5. Tlza Joys of Glorified Service. The activities of 
the glorified State, the lofty responsibilities with which 
wc slid1 bc iiiwsted, the thrones of authority t o  which 
we niny be appointed, the delicate and solemn steward- 
sllip cutrustcd to our hands, the exercise of all our fac- 
ltltics in carrying out the plans of our heavenly Father, 
tile songs wc shall sjng, the entrancing music that our 
fingers will st~cep from golden harps, the melodious hal- 
1cIuj;&s of praisc that our immortal voices will pour 
forth, tvitli thc diapson thunder roll of tne organ of 
pternity, will form one of the mighty streams of heavenly 
joy. 
‘I’hc story is told of a company of nlonlrs, debating 
uiilong thcinsclvcs :is t o  t v h t  would he the greatest joy in 
l i e a v i ~ i ,  and scvcr.nl having givw their opinion, they ask- 
ccl the quiet old Thoiiws a’Kempis his opinion, and he 
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pointed to that  verse in Revelation, “ lEs  servants sliall 
scrve Him.” Nowliere in ilie Bible is it repres~atcd that 
the spirits of dcparid saints in Parntlisc arc cngaged 
in active service while their bodies slecp in clcatii, but 
their condition is spolicn of’ as “resting” alii1 “being 
comforted.” Ent at tlic second corning of JCSIW, wlicn 
the saints rise in the Iirst rcsiirrcctioii, tlicre ai’c scorcs 
of Scripture passages that ilcscribc thc  powcrb, ihe nctiv- 
ities and ministries of the gloriiiccl hainls, as coning 
back from the wedding supper with Jcaus (Ecv .  19 :13, 
14), and as taking part with Christ in jntlging the 
world, and the wicked nations (l’sa. 1-1 9 :5-9),  mil i ls 
sitting with Christ on Xis millcnnial i l r~onc (liulie 22 : 
28-30 md Rev. 2 $6, 2?),  axid as escrcihing niithority as 
prjnces and priests ovcr all nations during idic tllonsuail- 
year reign of Christ (Rcv. 20 :14 and Lhn. 7 :27 )  ; :d1 
of which opens up to us ihc  pccnliur joys of hcavcnly 
royalty. There is a joy in tho luwliing <)I‘ g r e d  .\t.c;ilth, 
and in, the exercise of antliority ant1 p w ~ ,  wliicli, whcn 
it shall be absolutcly free froiii all sclf-sc~liing, /‘roiii all 
foolishness or severity or iritliacrction, i1ntl csc~rc~iscd in 
bonndless lovc and ’~is(loin, will hc in 
and a drop f r o m  illat i d i i i i { c  liit1t~iim~~ 
tlic escrcise of IIis alxwluio dominion 
tion. The saints will mijoy thcir rcywviirds, ant1 ;is 1 1 ~  
songs of the ren~ierc: In tlw ii,irvcsi iiclil at t v b t  th3r glatl- 
ness in gathering tlic golilcii grnin, so a t  tli(1 (wl of tilii 
age, mlien the liarvest o r  tlle prwiou.; l~loot l  i.; Y L Q ~ , ~ ,  
aurl the remarcls are givcu to Cbtl’s f:~iiIii’iil oucs, they 
will not be cmpty honors, b u t  v:ir.ious liiiicls of substuu- 
t i d  liappiness. And beyond ilxc iuillenniuin, tiic glori- 
0 
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fied saints will have an immense service of ministry to 
many worlds and generations in the ever-increasing 
kingdom of God; for we are told in the Greek that God 
vi11 shoa. forth “His glory in the ehureh, by Christ Je- 
sus, throughout all the generations of the age of tiie 
ages.” Eph. 3 :21. 
G. The Joy of t h e  Beatific Tision. To see Cod’a 
face in cloudless light, t o  gaze in rapturous adoration 
upon the unimaginable beauties of the countenance of 
tho Almighty, will be the crown, the uttermost limit, of 
d1 the joys of heaven. All tiie pleasures of our glorified 
senses, and the delights of our illuminated intellects, 
and the expansion of our faculties in the resurrected 
state, and the sveet incltings of celestial love, and the 
gladness of heavenly society, and of our niultiplied min- 
istries, are but twilight joys, are but the outer fringes 
o l  heavenly bliss, conipared with that ecstatic awe, that 
ineffable gladness of seeing the face of God. We shall 
sce the glory of the three divine Persons beaming from 
the face of our blessed Lord Jesus. And then, through 
the avenue of His glorified humanity, our spiritual eyes 
will gaze undazzled on the three personalities in the 
blazing fires oP the Godhead, each distinctly recognized 
and adored and loved, with such heavenly passion of joy 
as would burst the vessels of our created natures, unlese 
they were girded with glorified capacities. We shall see 
the eternd generation of the Son in the bosom of the 
Father, and wc shall watch the ever-radiant procession 
of the Holy Ghost from the Father and ffie Son, like a 
gulf stream of whitest fire, ever streaming forth as it 
did before the worlds mere made, as it flows nov and 
will continue to pour Eor-th in an endless flom of the 
mutual love of tho Father and the Son to endless ages. 
We shall see the unity of tlie Divine essezicc, and the 
simplicity of fne Divin? nature, and all the beanti fill at- 
tributes of the Divine character, shining in  their 1111- 
changing beauty through dl i l ie cliangcs of crcation’s 
history. We ~ l i a l l  know the iiieai~ing and the lull frui- 
tion of those cromilng v o r d d ,  “COIIII~, yci lilcsqcd of my 
Father, inherit tile liingdoiii p r ~ p r e d  for you froin the 
foundation of the worlcl,” “eiilcr thou into the joy of 
Ihy Lord.” To feel C o d  sensibly 11c;ir us, :11d llis spir- 
itual presence in us, is the grcntrst joy of wrlli; so t o  
see Him face to face will be the cromiiug joy of heaven. 
“When the lnst fcehlr 
Aucl ihe gales of illat cily apimr, 
And the beautiful songs ot’ the angels 
Ploat out on my listening ?:IT; 
’When all that now SCCIIIS $0 inptrrious 
Will be bright ant1 as clmr as thc dny, 
Then the toils of thc r o d  will s~r i i i  nothing, 
Wnen I get to tlie elid of the way.y3 
PRtNACH THE LORD’S CONIXG. 
“There has been much error and fanaticism connect- 
ed with it.” Yes, and Kith every other Bible doctrine. 
“ProTe all things; hold fast that which is good.“ ;\lost 
of the heresies of to-day come from the  unsauctified 
learning of Post-iiiillennialist~, and most of the world- 
liness of the churches comes from thosg who say: “Ny 
Lord clala~eth His coining.” 
“Well, we 1iUOW all inen must die, and death is the 
Lord’s coming t o  me.” 
Two mistakes. It is declared in the Kiew Testament 
that Fe shall not all die, but a generation of saints mill 
go like Enocli and Elijah, and no two exnts stand in 
strongcr contrast than death and our Lord‘s coming. 
“But i f  I am a Christian shall I not be saved and 
all right?’’ You will be saved, but not all right, for  
your crown of reward, unless sou obey the plain and re- 
peated coniinand to watch. 
“The prophecies are mysterious, and I really do not 
get time to  study this subject of the Lord’s coming.” 
About one-third of this whole Bible is prophecy. 
Will you negIect or slight this third of God’s revela- 
tion ? 
Take time, dear brother, from solnetling else of less 
(136) 
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importance and studj this subject, now rising into sue11 
towering prominence. Stop trjing to run the world and 
al! s m s  of societies and clubs in the church. 
The J e m  vere reproved again and again for not 
studFing and understanding their own prophecies. In- 
deed, it was on account OB this neglect and blindness 
that they rejected and crucified the Lord. 
A special benediction i< pronounced on him that 
redet?? and heareth the great prophetic book of the 
X’ev Testament. Rev. 1:3. Perhaps if we should put 
this doctrine into the form of a popular novel and in- 
fuse it irith heresy; some of our preachers would h d  
time to read it and give it a pulpit boom. 
“But it paralyzes missions and cuts tho nerve of 
Christian endeaTor.” 
EOTT can truth paralyze the cause of truth? The 
proud fiction of taking the world for Christ cannot 
do as much good as tile truth. But the most practical 
ansrer to this objection to preaching the Lord’s corn- 
ing can be found in liyes, such as those of Spurgeon, 
Guinness, I1Iuller, Hudson Taylor, and nearly all the 
evangelists in the vorld, as well as most of those now 
going t o  foreign missions. 
‘<I do not want to make a hobby of it.” Very well, 
but how many times have you preached upon i t ?  “I do 
not know as I have ever done it at all.” Then do not 
fear as yet. 
‘Tell, it makes the gospel a failure and Christianity 
a defeated pomer.” 
If the gospel had promised the conversion of t h e  
,world in this dispensation, or even any one nation of 
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the world, it mould hare been a most dismal failure for 
the last eighteen hundred years. 
It promised an election of grace, a Gentile Bride 
called out of the nations for the Son of God. 
It has succeeded in the purpose for tvhic‘n it vas 
sent. Acts 15 :14-17; Luke 1 9  :13. 
Post-millennarians make the gospel a failure. 
Nerer has any country, city or hamlet been “taken 
for Christ.” 
All \Tho labor faithfully to fulfill the Great Com- 
mission Till attain a triumphant success and a glori- 
ous reTard. 
It is not true among sinners that “a31 truth has 
power to authenticate itself.” lfen do not take the 
reniedy and on t>is account are lost. 
Christ and the Apostles never staked the truth of 
Christianity on its prevalence. ikIoharnmedanism has 
made far more rapid progress than Christianity, and 
Buddhism has far more adherents. B religion may 
spread, either because of its truth that appeals to  the 
higher nature of man, or because of its error that a p  
peals to his baser nature. 
Success is doing your duty. Faithfulness brings the 
reward. Matt. 25 91. 
Let me kindly and earnestly entreat my brethren 
in the gospel niinistry to  candidly and prayerfully con- 
sider the following reasons for preaching the Corning 
of tho Lord : 
1. Christ and the Apostles command us to preach 
the whole truth, and especially this part of reve2at;ion. 
Acts. 20 :26-2Y ; ‘Tit. 2 :I5 ; Rev. 22 :IO. 
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2. Cnrist; and the Apostles preached it almost eon- 
stantly, speaking of it in the New Testament more than 
300 times. The Apostles preached, not “Jesus and 
death,)’ but “Jesus and the resurrection.” 
Almost every page presents examples. 
The Old Testament speaks of the Second Coining 
more than ten times as often as of the First Coming. 
The Apostolic Church helld and tau@ t tlic iminjnenee 
of the Lord’s coming and watched for it. 1 Cor. 1 :7 ; 1 
Thess. 1:9-10. They would have doubted tlie piety of 
one who did not love his appearing. 2 Tim. 4:5. 
3. We sin at a dear rate if for sinister niotisw we 
neglect to study and preach this docirinc. Nwer be- 
fore vas so much clear light thrown upon it, and never 
before were m-e so ncar this grand evcnt. It requires 
strong willfulness to  shut the eyes t o  this ilonil of liglii 
now overflowing Ciiristendom. Luke 12 : I7 ; Jolln 12 : 
35; Rev. 22 AS-19. 
Wonderful progress is being madc in thcse last 
times in the study and interpretation of prophecy. 
4. We niay well fear a blight 011 our ministry for 
this neglect, and we shall ccrtninly snn’cr loss when the 
Lord conics, if .eve are nnFnilhfu1 heralils of His coin- 
ing. It is already manifest iliat the evangelists and 
ministers who love and prcach Wiat hlcsscd hope’’ are 
most blest in winning souls :ml ct’iifying the body o f  
Christ. They preach a full, yich gososprl. Thc most 
heavenly mnn of the Odd Testninmt is Daniel, and of 
the Nem Testament iho Proplwt ;Tohn, the special 
prophets of t h e  Lord’s Second Coming. St<udy prayer- 
fully Matt. 7 :22-2? ; 24 :-16-51; Eeb. 9 :28 ; 10 :25-37. 
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May God save us from the fate of those who do not 
“look for Him,” nor ‘‘love His Appeasing.” Who can 
tell what it will be? 
This is “present truth” of ever-increasing mo- 
ment and fitting adaptation to the times, as (‘we see the 
day approachiog.” 
Some truths are always equally important, while oth- 
ers haw a special, temporary or local importance. The 
ministry of Enoch, Woah, Jonah, Lot and John the 
Baptist pertains to the latter class. As God herslded 
judgments and varned men through them, so in these 
Y a s t  times” no small past of our ministry should herald, 
5. 
“The King that conies in mercy; 
To terminate the evil 
The King that comes in might; 
And diadem the right.” 
Matt. 24 :45-46; 1 6  :3; 25 :6. The Holy Spirit shoms 
us things to come. John 14 :2G. 
6. Preaching the imminence of the Lor2’s coming 
is a vehicle of reviving power for the Laodicean church, 
and of salvation for  sinners. Enoch usedi t  with the 
A%nte-diluvian apostates. Jude, 14 :Is. 
If the professing church had been blessed aitn a 
faithful ministry and ’leadership in the teaching and 
preaching of this cCBlessed Hope,” it would not have 
been in its present unbelief and worldhess. 
‘This is emp1,aticallp a separating and purifying 
hope. It Separates, Consecrates and Concentrates i t a  
devotees. I do not know a church in which this blessed 
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hope is faithfully preached and vitally believed that has 
dancers, card players or theater goers in it, or that mould 
hold a fair, festival or entertnininmt to  raise money. 
If anything can arouse the Bride froni her slumbers, 
her frivolity, or froni dallying in ihe lap of tlie C’iirist- 
rejecting worrld, it must be the ailvciit cries of the COIH- 
ing Bridegroom, Judge and Icing, scat terccl a11 through 
the New Testament, and surely nothing can arouse the 
sinner like the solemn proclanlation O C  t1i:it clay of tvratli 
which Fill come as a snare, like n thief, like a flash of 
lightning ! “39aranathsl” sliould be our watchword in 
these last times. 
5’. This proclamation is a proplictic iiirms of lias- 
tening the coming, the crowning and thc lii11gd0111. It 
helps to bring in the Gentile Bride, 1)s stiiiiiilntiiig to  tho 
fulfillment of the great comniission. Mdt. 2-1 :Id; 2 
Pet. 3 :12. 
Directly contrary to  tho theory o€ sonic tlplio opposc 
US, or at least fear evil Prom our doctrine, the preaching 
of i t  by pastors, evangelisis and mission:~rics has bccn 
used of God as the chief means of reviving the mission- 
ary spirit of the present generation. Its mrc? :in8 rcviv- 
ing power is filling the world with dcvotod inissionarics 
and loving evangelists. Study i t  and preach it, m y  
brotiier. 
IC ADESE-BABNEA. 
REV. EVAN H. WOPKINS. 
Whers and What was Eadash-Barnea? 
Text, Deut. 1 :19. 
In the second verse of this chapter, in a parenthesis: 
we are iold that it was a place eleven days’ journey from 
. Horeb. But that does not greatly help us. Khat was 
Kadesh-Barnea? Where was it? Khat mere its char- 
aetderistics ? Icadesh-Barnea lay upon the southern fron- 
tier of Canaan, just where the rolling downs of South- 
ern Canaan descended into the desert sand, just there 
upon the frontier, on the borderiland between Canaan 
and the terrible wilderness. 
Israel had spent a whole year at Horeb. There the 
undisciplined rabble had become a marshalled army; 
there fney had put away many of the customs and habits 
which had clung to them from long association with the 
Egyptians, and as God’s sacramental host they had 
passed out of the wonderful natural temple coostituted 
by the mountains of Sinai, and across the desert waste. 
Ah, how glad their hearts were-what a quiver of joy 
passed through the host from the foremost to the rear- 
most ranks, as they cried, ‘ T e  are reaching the land; 
(141) 
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we are coming near to the hills of Canaan;" and when 
they could descry in 'c"ne dim bilue mist the outlines at 
last of the rolling country di ic l i  they knew was covered 
with vineyards, olive-yards, and pasture-lands ! 
It must have been as grateful to these weary people, 
who had spent these months in gazing only upon ragged 
crags and traversing the sand dunes, t o  see those outlines 
of the hills of Canaan, as i t  was afiernwds to  the crew 
of Columbus to  turn their gaze from the weary waste of 
waters to  descry the outlines of the fair country that he 
sought. Oh, the triumph of it, to 
feel that the desert mas 'behind, that Canaan was really 
in front, that a few more days must pass, and only B 
few, before they stood within their inheritance, the land 
which God had bound Hiniself to give to their fathers. 
Un, blessed, blessed vision ! Up c a m  I~OSCS, ilic law- 
giver, t'he princes of Israel, tlie Imrriors, thc p'icsts, the 
Levites with their sacred bnrrlen, the women with the 
children-they all c a w  at last up from the desert, and 
felt beneath their feet the soft sward of Palestine that 
seemed to annouiice that at last their long, mcsLry jour- 
ney WRS a t  an end. 
They did not realize that they m r e  to retreat from 
that point, and go bsck again into the wilderness from 
which they were emerging. It never entered their minds 
to suppose that forty p i r s  of wancl~rin~g were t o  iater- 
vene between that moment and the otllcr rrioinent when 
they should cross the Jordan to  inlimit thc land. They 
little decmed that one by one all that host, which seemed 
like the flowers upon the meadows of Map, mas to fall 
before the reaper's scythe of cieat'ti ; that two only were 
Oh, the joy of it! 
< 
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to enter the land; and tha t  their children, who were 
groffing up around them, young men and vomen under 
the age of tventy, vere to take their o m  place before 
God’s promise vas fulfilled. 
811 this, of course, is  intended to supply some deep 
lesson for ourselves. Probably there is not one person 
vho is truly conyertecl to God that has not at some time 
come to  Kadesh-Barnea. Some haw come thither and 
passed that Fay into the land of promise. Some have 
come thither and settled down, and remain alna3.s be- 
tveea the desert on the one hand and the land of rest on 
the other, sometimes inaking an incursion into the one 
aiid then an incursion into the other, but k i n g  a border 
life beheen them. Perhaps some years ago sou came t n  
Kadesh-barnea, but were bidden to  retreat from it. Per- 
haps you look back upon one radiant moment Then you 
were nearer God, nearer rest, nearer peace, nearer the 
fruition of the perfect life than you have ever been sincp. 
Since that moment you have been treading again the 
desert nwte, and haTe knoirn the infinite bitterness of 
its restlessness, its Teariness, its hunger and thirst. 
Every soul in the course of its pilgrimage comes pres- 
ently to Eadesh-barnea. 
Xades7t-bamea does not stand for regeneration. Regen- 
eration may be set forth in the fact that Israel in 
Egypt was God’s child, though bound beneath the bond- 
age of Pharaoh and groaning beneath the tale of bricks, 
often lashed by the scourge-the cruel knout. There- 
fore, vhatever Kadesh-barnea stands for, it does not 
represent the fact of the new birth by the Word and 
Let us be very precise Yoat we make no mistake. * 
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Spirit of God. You must be born again before you can 
come t o  Kadesh-barnes; but you may have been born 
again and yet never have come out of Egypt; or you 
may have come out of Egjpt and reached Sinai and 
never come to Kadesh-barnen. It is not enough for you 
to say that you are Cod's children; there are heights be- 
yond depths of experience, much more to h o w  and es- 
pcrience. 
Kadesh-barnea does not stand f o r  1.adenzption ly 
blood. This is set forth by the Paschal Lamb, the 
sprinkled blood, the exoclus in that night which was 
much to  be reinembered. The people needed t o  be re- 
deemed before they could come to I<adesh-barnea,but be- 
ing redeemed did riot necessarily involve the attainment, 
of Kadesh-barnea. Is il; not so with wu? You may 
have been born from above; may k11ow ~vliat it iB to  
have been redeemed by the blood of Jcsus, and yet thcre 
is somefhing beyond in your experience. You have nev- 
er come to Radesh-barnea. 
1. m'IIAT, TEEN, DOES I<hnIX!IL-l3ARsX:h STAND FOR? 
It stands for that moment in a nian's life when he 
has the opportunity of eorsaking the wiliicrncss and en- 
tering into the land of rest. And what docs the wil- 
derness stand for? 
(1) Kadesh is rest. The wilderness stands for pur- 
poscless wandering. If you were to  trace, with the help 
of the Book of Nunibcrs, which cnumcrales the succes- 
sive encampments OC Israel, t11c course of file people 
through the wildcrncss, you vould find i t  was zigzag, 
backwards and forwards, again and again going over 
the mmc ground, making no regular advancc tovards 
their goal. So it is in much of our life. There is too 
much purposeless wandering, v e  s tad up to do a &e< 
for God, but presently fail in it, relinquish our activity, 
and drop back into inertia. ITe say t o  ourselves: r e  
will be pure, and strong, and holy; but after a-diile the 
wing flags, the speed stays, and we, who haTe burned for 
a moment like seraphs, search vainly our hearts to  find 
one spark of light and heat. How much of our life has 
been flied with these zigzag and imsaiisfactor? espe- 
riences, tracing and retracing, alvays learning the same 
lessons, sitting on the same form, put back to the old 
experiences, but never coming to  the Imovledge of fae 
truth ! 
Kadesh-barnea, on the other hand, stands for the 
moment in a man's life when he for  evermore quits and 
leaves this wretched, unsatisfactory experience, and with 
a purpose in his heart, cries: ('Leaving the things that 
are behiad, I press torards the! goal for the prize of my 
high calling of God in Christ Jesus.', 
(2) Kadesh siands for satisfaction. The wilder- 
ness stands for n-ant, for unsatisfied lougbg. God suf- 
fered them to hunger and thirst. It seems as though 
tiiey were never content. Whatever God did for them 
or did not do, they murmured at it. Honever lavishly 
R e  spread their table, they longed for the leeks and 
garlicks and onions of tine Niie. Why did He not l e t  
us die in the wilderness ? V h y  did He not allow us to 
&nd our graves in Egypt ? T h y  has He brought us here 
to die of thirst and hunger? Oh, tine constant dissatis- 
faction of the wilderness life. This has had its C O U ~ .  
terpart with each of us, always thirsting for satisfac- 
tion; but, as in  the fable of Tantalus, the vater almays 
evading the thirsty lips v-hich are put d o m  to slake 
their burning ferer; always going to the well to  draw, 
and bringing the mater back in a leaking pitcher, which 
as ne  reach home is found to be empty ; always gathering 
the apples Fhich turn out to be rotten;-the apples OF 
Sodom. Oh, how often .me have thought, if  God were 
to gT-e me this> all my days would be filled with music, 
vith the light and marmth of summer ! but when God 
Iias given our heart’s desire, leanness has come into our 
soul. 
But Kadesh-barnea is the moment in a man’s life 
Then he leaves behind the dissatisfaction, the desires 
Thich are never perfectly a t  rest, when he discovers t h  
truth of That Jesus said: “Xe that drinketh o f  the 
Fater that I shaIl give him shall never thirst, b u t  it 
shall be in him a spring of water rising up into everlast- 
ing life.” 
(3 j  Eadesh stands for Victory. The wilderness 
stands for  failure and defeat. The enemies sweep 
around fne camp and cut off the stragglers ; Israel is not 
able to  hold its own against Amalek, o r  i f  it does for a 
brief interval, then Amakk, which stands for the flesh, 
presently gathers to  itself new force and overcomes. T h e  
wilderness is always the land of defeat. You prize your- 
self that you are going t o  conquer this time-you even 
pray that you may; you VOW that sou will; you wonder 
that you haw mer yielded before; you argue with your- 
self against ever yielding again; you say to yourself : “I 
fnall not yield this time, I will be strong; why can I 
not be man enough to put my foot upon the neck of this 
evil thing? Why should I not be a conqueror?’ You 
go into the battle full of self-confidence; but kfore  ever 
the battle has waxed hot 101.1 find yourself trampled in 
the very dust of defeat; your brave weapons are broken 
around you, your armor hacked through and splintered 
to pieces. But Kadesh-barnea is the point in a man’s 
life when he leaves behind this weary experience of de- 
feat, and enters into that life of victory where no evil 
thing is able t o  stand against him, and he goes from 
victory t o  victory through Him that loved him. 
]?liere are you today ? Are you still in the vildernes.; 
of purposeless vnndering ; stir1 hungering and thirst- 
ing; still vanquished and overcome? 0, poor soul, nhy 
should you not fslis very day come up to  Kadesh-barnea, 
not merely to  touch it and see the land beyond, not to so- 
journ in its homes for one brief hour, but to live there, 
and t o  make it the starting-point from which you should 
go forward into ever new experience of the rest, satis- 
faction, and victory which accrue from faith? That, 
then, is what Kadesh-banlea stands for. Have you 
passed it, or are you living in it, or have you not come 
to it as yet? 
11. WHAT MADE THE DIFFERENCE IN TXE EXPERI- 
The answer is certain-Unbelief, which showed it- 
self in  many ways. First, i t  manifested itself by send- 
ing the spies t o  examine the land. Surely that mas a 
great mistake. When God gives aught to US, we should 
receive it without inquiring as to  its worth and value. 
The fact that God had promised to give this land, and 
that He had pledged His troth that it flowed with milk 
ENCE OF TI-IE FEOPLE TEAT VISITED RADESH-BARNEA? 
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and honey, was surely enough to silence every question. 
HOW came it that thej  spied out the land? Was not, 
&at very impertinent act of theirs a confession that 
they did not perfectly trust f i e  Word of God? 
The second manifestation of the spirit of unbelief 
was that, through the eyes of the ten spies, they comid- 
ered its cities and the giants to  the exclusion of God. 
There were giants certainly, and cities walled up to  heav- 
en; there were immense difficulties confronting them, 
which might be viewed in different ways. The ten, who 
follomed the devices of their o w n  hearts, spelled giants 
wit? a capital G, and God with a little g. But the two, 
thoughcthey Sam these difficulties, had such a view of 
God’s omnipotence that they spelt giant with a little g, 
and God u-itii a capital. God filled their horizon; God 
seemed all-sufficient for their need; and they said, I f  
He delight in us, He is 15-ell able to bring us in and give 
us the land. It was the difference between unbelief 
and faith, beheen looking at circumstances first and 
God second, or looking at  God first and circumstances 
afterwards; the difference that comes t o  all of us is as to  
whether we are going to magnify the difficulty or magi ;  
fy the name of Jehovah, Tho does wonderful things for 
those who trust Him. 
Have you learned this elementary lesson? It seems 
impossible that J-ou should ever more with a direct in- 
tention towards the! goal of your life; that you will ever 
be satisfied in this world; that you should ever ceasa 
from being overcome by your enemies or have the vic- 
tory; but if you will learn the lesson of today, and no 
longer count on your poor resources, but live looking 
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fo2 everything from Cod, then you mill have 
rest and victory. The moment your soul hangs 
on God and expects everything from Him, you leaye the 
Eadesh-bstmea behind forever, and enter into the land 
of rest where God is the one all-suffcient awver to every 
doubt and fear, every misgiving and dread. 
111. HOW ARE WE :To OBTAIN TKIS FAITH TEAT 
CARRIES Us BETOLD THE FROXTIER INTO THE LAND OF 
REST ? 
In the Epistle to the Hebrew (ch, iv.), we have it 
stated exactly : Cease from your own wor7cs. “He that is 
entered into his om rest, he also hath ceased from his 
own works, as God did from His.” It is p u r  omn fussy 
activity which is invalidating everything. You remem- 
ber how, in the old mythologic fable, the goddess took 
her child and dipped him in the immortalizing river, 
and he vas made impervious to any weapon, except at 
fne heel by which she he96 him; i t  was there he was shot 
with the fatal arrow. If you trust in  God ninety-nine 
parts of a hundred, But in the hundredth part are relying 
on your om works, prayers, preparation or tears, you 
may depend upon it that that will invalidate everything. 
We get rest only when, by the grace of God, we cease 
from our o m  works that we may enter into His; and, 
having made Him first, begin t o  work, not up to His 
help, bvt down from it. Cease from Four own works 
that you may work the works of God. Cease from your 
o m  e n e r a  that the energy of God may operate 
through you. Cease from self, that God may be all in 
all, and originate more abiding results than you could 
ever haye achieved. 
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Cease from your sinful works. If there is any known 
sin in your life which you cherish, which you cuddle and 
fondle in your bosom, which you fed you want and will 
not renounce, remember, as long as it is not judged, it 
will invalidate your faith. You cannot trust God ab- 
solutely whilst you make provision for  the flesh to ful- 
fil the lust thereof. You must, in the intention of your 
will and the choice of your heart, cease from sinful 
works. 
Cease from legal works. Too often me hare sought 
to  justify ourselves before God; to  do things vhich 
would make ourselves more pleasing in His sight; ws 
have forgotten that our righteousnesses were as filthj 
rags. We, like Cain, have brought the fruits of our o w n  
producing. But we must put away our legal works, our 
own righteousness, our own efforts to sanctify ourselves. 
We are not saved ‘by works, but created in Christ for 
them. 
Cease from selfish works. We must endeavor to be 
good, earnest, and obedient, not because of any profit 
that may accrue, but for God’s sake and because it is 
right. 
Cease from your sinful works : from your legal works ; 
from works that have self as the pivot and centre. Have 
done vith it all, and taking up the foot  which has so 
long touched the shelving loottom of the beach, launch 
rourself upon the upbearing wave. You will neyer know 
.hat the buoyant water will do until you have trusted it. 
>t yourself go, and then, when God is all and in all, 
an yon let God do in and through you the purpose of 
will, then the wilderness life of the seventh of Eo- 
mans is abandoned for tile Canaan life of t h e  eighth 
chapter; then yon leave Iiadesh-barnea for the Land of 
Promise. 
But if you Tefuse, there is nothing for it but for you 
to turn back and go for your forty years of aacdering. 
A child?-Yes. Redeellied ?-Yes. Destined to go to  
hearen ? Yes. But missing, fatally missing, that 
blessedness which in this life is within the reach of those 
wko through faith and patience inherit the promises- 
Consecrated Life. 
ABOUT . 
If you will call your neighbor’s attention to “Perfect Manhood” and 
the following testimonials he will want a copy. Send US his order, 
with the cash, and thus do him good. 
IF EVANGELISTS AND PASTORS 
will call attention to this book and read these testimonials to the 
congregation they can easily flood the community with the book and 
thus-help to save the manhood of our times. 
Rev. ’8. F. Haynes, President of Asbury College, Wilmore, Ky., 
says, “The author is analytical and incisive in his style. If the book 
had been put in the hands of the generation of the past forty years 
it would have saved hundreds of lives from suicide and endless ruin, 
andbave  prevented half the lunacy of the  period. If the book cost 
$50.00 and a young man had to break rock for the money he ought 
to buy it. Wish I had the money to purchase a thousand copies to 
give away.” 
Who will send us a contribution towards a free fund for distribu- 
tion of this book? 
A college student said: I have read four one dollar volumes by a 
noted author and find that Perfect Manhood contains all the essential 
facts-of these books, with many new ones. 
6. W. Petty, M. D.: T h e  anatomy, physiology, etiology and pathol- 
ogy as presented in Perfect Manhood, is correct, and as a physician 
I recommend it to every young man and to  every father. 
Rev. B. L. Wright: Wife and I have read your book and think it 
grand. I t  should be in every library. Enclosed find price of another 
book which I wish for a friend. 
I read the entire book before -going to bed the day I 
received it. It is worth its weight in gold. If its teachings were 
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deeply impressed on the present 2nd risiGg generations we would see 
remarkable results in manhood in the next fifty years. You may send 
me by express twenty to  distribute among m y  friends. N e  has since 
ordered 40 more. 
Everybody should read it.-Rev. J. B. CuIpepper. 
I t  cannot fail to arouse the conscience and create a desire for a 
perfect manhood. I t  lays open some startling truths.- Sam. C. Keys. 
It will be worth $1,000 in mental, moral and physical life t o  any 
young man who will give it a thoughtful reading. Every boy and 
young man in the land from fifteen years old up should read it.- L. L. Pickett. 
I t  should be in the hands of a11 young men. I have read extensively 
on chis line and know of no book of anything like its size that con- 
tains the  amount of solid €acts found in this book. It is very superior. 
-G. €3. Thomas. Price 50 cents. 
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Rev. J. B. Culpepper is widely known as one of the most effective 
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I heartily wish I could give away 1,000 copies. I know it will bless 
every home i t  enters. 
An-other said, The chapter on “Mother” will make me love Bro. 
Culpepper forever. 
W e  could multiply these testimonials. 
Yo-u cannot afford to miss these books. 
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voting it to be the “best yet.” 
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Cream of Song is a wonder.-Rev. Geo. F. Smith. 
Truly it is cream. It  is the best book I know.-Evangelist 2”. P. 
Roberts. 
1t.k just splendid. Solos and duets are fine. It gives general sat- 
isfaction.-Mrs. H. Gardiner, music teacher. 
I t  is replete with good things. The  blood song is immense.-Rev. 
Johnson Oatman, noted hymn writer. 
It is the book. I t  takes well; the songs are soul-stirring.-Evange- 
list S. Irich. 
It is one of the best I have found in all my twelve years’ exper- 
ience as an evangelist.-Rev, J. C. Johnson. 
Rev. F. M. Graham, musical composer, writes: “You certainly have 
a fine selection of songs, and very nicely and wisely arranged song. 
I mqst say i t  is the finest book I have ever seen. Am selling them 
right along.”-Evangelist J. W. Randolph. 
Many such kind words are being spoken of this popular book. 
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